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Abstract

In order to migrate within the complex environments of tissues and in organisms, cells
rely on sensing local chemical cues that are noisy, disrupted or change both in space and
time. The mechanism of how cells can maintain prolonged directional migration when
signals are irregular or conflicting, while being able to quickly re-adapt the directional
migration to novel sensory cues however has remained unknown. It has been predicted
that organization at criticality gives rise to a transient memory that is maintained
in the receptor’s activity via a slow-escaping remnant, a dynamical ”ghost” of the
attractor of polarized signaling state. Quantifying the dynamics of Epidermal Growth
Factor Receptor (EGFR) phosphorylation in live cells, as well as single-cell migration
assays in microfluidic devices, we provide experimental proof that the memory in cell
polarization results from dynamical trapping in a “ghost” state. We demonstrate that
this memory serves as a basis to integrate changing signals, but also to transform
the extracellular information for guidance of memory-directed migration. The results
therefore indicate that navigation in a complex environment is an emergent feature of
receptor networks organized at criticality. Generally, the molecular working memory
described here resembles the properties of working memory in neuronal networks, as
it enables information of previous signals to be temporally maintained while retaining
responsiveness to upcoming signals.





Zusammenfassung

Um sich in der komplexen Umgebung von Geweben und anderen Organismen fortbewegen
zu können, sind Zellen auf die Wahrnehmung lokaler chemischer Signale angewiesen, die
verrauscht, unterbrochen, oder räumlich und zeitlich veränderlich sind. Ein Mechanismus
mit dem Zellen bei unregelmäßigen oder widersprüchlichen Signalen eine verlängerte,
gerichtete Fortbewegung beibehalten können, gleichzeitig aber in der Lage sind, die
Fortbewegung schnell an neue sensorische Signale anzupassen, ist derzeit noch unbekannt.
Es wurde vorhergesagt, dass die Organisation bei der Kritikalität zu einer transienten
Erinnerung eines polarisierten Signalzustandes der Aktivität eines Rezeptors führt, die
über einen langsam verschwindenden Rest, einen dynamischen „Geist“, des Attraktors
erhalten wird. Durch die Quantifizierung der Dynamik der Phosphorylierung des
epidermalen Wachstumsfaktor-Rezeptors (EGFR) in lebenden Zellen sowie durch
Einzelzell-Migrationsuntersuchungen in mikrofluidischen Geräten erbringen wir den
experimentellen Nachweis, dass das Gedächtnis in der Zellpolarisation aus dem
dynamischen Einfangen in einem "Geister“ Zustand resultiert. Wir demonstrieren, dass
dieses Gedächtnis als Basis für die Integration von veränderlichen Signalen dient, aber
auch die Transformation extrazellulärer Signale zur Lenkung der von der Gedächtnis-
diktierten Fortbewegung erlaubt. Die Ergebnisse deuten darauf hin, dass die Navigation
in einer komplexen Umgebung ein Merkmal ist, das aufgrund der Organisation des
Rezeptor Netzwerkes bei der Kritikalität entsteht. In den Grundzügen ähnelt das hier
beschriebene molekulare Arbeitsgedächtnis den Eigenschaften eines Arbeitsgedächtnisses
in neuronalen Netzwerken insofern, dass es die temporäre Erhaltung vorheriger Signale
ermöglicht, gleichzeitig aber die Reaktionsfähigkeit zu neuen Signalen erhält.
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1
Introduction

1.1 Information processing of single cells in dy-
namic environments

In the human body, cells are exposed to diverse changing environments within tissues
and organs, including time-varying stimuli and spatial-temporal gradients of soluble
proteins, biochemical interactions of cells with other neighboring cells and mechanical
interactions with the environment [1, 2, 3]. They continuously sense these changes
in the surroundings and interpret them to perform relevant functions like cell growth,
proliferation, apoptosis, cell migration among others (Figure 1.1). Eukaryotic cells can
thus be defined as far-from-equilibrium membrane-bound units containing fundamental
molecules, which constantly exchange information in the form of matter and energy
with their surroundings to sustain the physiological needs of the global system, which is
the organism [4, 5].

1.1.1 Migratory behavior of cells

Directed cell migration is an essential physiological process in human biology and
plays a crucial role in developmental processes, directed immune responses, as well as
wound healing processes [6, 7]. The migration process is a product of several complex
integrated processes that are highly regulated by cellular mechanisms [8]. For example,
migration of neutrophils, which are the most abundant leukocytes in the blood, to a site
of a bacterial infection or tissue damage is regulated through the release of cytokines,
proteases, and other cytoplasmic proteins. Directed neutrophil movements are mediated
by chemoattractant signaling when chemokines like CXCL1, CXCL8, and others are
recognized by G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) and other receptors that induce
polarization and activation of specific signaling molecules, like phosphoinositide 3-kinase

1



1. Introduction

Figure 1.1: Multiple responses by cells - (A) Varying cellular response upon different
external stimuli. Stimuli and response can be seen as a coupled phenomena where
the cell acts as a processing reservoir. (B) Migration of cell within a complex tissue
environment mediated by spatially and temporally changing growth factor concentrations
and interactions between other cells and extracellular matrix.

(PI3K), phospholipase C (PLC) and members of the Rho GTPase family, such as Rac
[9, 10]. Bacteria-induced neutrophil migration is another physiological example of cell
migration studied extensively in the past decades (Figure 1.2 A). Bacterial residues are
recognized by either the pathogen recognition receptors (PRRs) or opsonic receptors
on neutrophils that activate phagocytosis [11]. During early developmental processes
like embryogenesis, primordial germ cells (PGCs) or precursor cells migrate from their
site of specification through epithelial sheets to the target location of the formation of
different organs [12, 13]. It is an active mode of directed migration characterized by
protrusions towards the destination and cell shape changes. In -in vivo experiments with
zebrafish embryos, PGC migration is induced by the sensing of the chemokine Cxcl12a

2



1.1 Information processing of single cells in dynamic environments

by Cxcr4b receptors [14, 15, 16]. Migration also occurs in the adults in pathological
states during cancer metastasis. Increased levels of low molecular weight hyaluronic
acid (LMW-HA), its receptor CD44, and hyaluronan synthase (HAS2) are reported in
tumor microenvironments, including breast, oral and ovarian cancers [17, 18]. HA is
a glycosaminoglycan that plays a role in extracellular matrix (ECM) remodeling and
regulates cancer cell migration via receptor signaling in a context-dependent manner.
One of the targets of CD44 engagement by HA is the activation of RhoGTPase signaling
[19]. Clinical studies have shown that decreasing LMW-HA production inhibited breast
cancer cell migration and invasion [20].

Figure 1.2: Examples of cell migration in nature - (A) Crawling behavior of human
polymorphonuclear leukocyte (neutrophil) on a blood film, among field of red blood cells,
chasing Staphylococcus aureus microorganisms. Images from a 16-mm movie made in
the 1950s by the late David Rogers at Vanderbilt University; (B) Directional motility of
Dictyostelium discoideum during cAMP wave propagation. Reproduced from [21]

During wound healing processes, fibroblasts like NIH3T3 cells migrate towards
the wound site and play a crucial role in tissue repair [22]. Fibroblasts possess cell
surface receptors (epidermal growth factor receptors (EGFR), platelet-derived growth
factor receptors (PDGFR), etc.) which bind with their corresponding ligands like
epidermal growth factor (EGF), platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF). Receptors
regulate downstream signaling of PI3K and the downstream kinase Akt, the mitogen-
activated kinase module (MAPK network) including Ras/Raf/Mek/Erk 1/2 and others.
The activation of the PI3K-Rac-RhoGTP network is an important signaling target of
EGFR by which it can engage the cytoskeletal network of a cell [23, 24].

Even isolated single-celled organisms can perform directed migratory behavior in
changing environments. In a nutrient-deficient environment, social amoeba Dictyostelium
discoideum has been shown to migrate to form aggregates by sensing periodic waves of
a gradient of cAMP. Although the traveling waves of cAMP change the directionality of
the chemoattractant over the length of a single cell, Dictyostelium showed polarization

3



1. Introduction

(’front’ in green and ’back’ in red) and persisted motion in the direction of the gradient
from the source, thus exhibiting cellular memory (Figure 1.2 B) [25, 21].

Downstream signal integration via the biochemical networks inside the cell is a
crucial step in deciphering cellular motility. Along with signal transduction, subsequent
coordination and reorganization of cell cytoskeleton and cell adhesion effectors collectively
maintains the mobile phase of cells [26, 27]. Understanding how cells process
environmental information to respond optimally and adapt to spatial and temporal
changes is one of the principal goals in cell signaling biology.

1.1.2 Molecular processes underlying cellular migration

Eukaryotic cells have evolved several regulatory mechanisms for sensing, storing, and
processing extracellular information to undertake efficient cell migration. Over the
years, classical studies in molecular biology and proteomic analysis have helped in
uncovering and characterizing proteins and intracellular protein-protein interactions
involved in dynamic cellular responses to external cues [28]. Cells are enclosed by a
plasma membrane (PM), a 2-dimensional bilayer barrier composed of different lipids and
proteins, maintaining the physical integrity of the cell. Directed chemotactic behavior
relies on generating polarized signaling activity of multiple proteins at the cell’s PM
that is translated to an elongated cell shape and subsequent persistent migration in
the direction of the signal [29, 30, 31]. The signaling networks localized near the PM
regulate the microfilament dynamics i.e., the cytoskeleton via regulator molecules [26,
29].

In eukaryotes, cell morphology and motility are mainly controlled by such
dynamic cytoskeletal networks composed of actin filaments, intermediate filaments,
and microtubules which operate at different time and length scales [32, 33]. Actin
filaments with a diameter of about 7 nm consist of repeating subunits of actin monomers
to produce filaments that form cross-linked networks. Networks of actin filaments are
found beneath the cell cortex, which is the meshwork of membrane-associated proteins
that supports and strengthens PM. The microtubules (MTs) are the main thicker and
stronger filaments to generate, support, and maintain the global shape of the cells.
They are composed of α- and β- tubulin subunits forming protofilaments which wind
up together forming hollow cylinders (∼ 25nm diameter). MTs undergo a process of
dynamic instability of polymerization (mediated by Guanosine-5’-triphosphate (GTP))
and depolymerization by which they can either grow slowly ("rescue") or shrink rapidly
("catastrophe"). The microtubule organizing centers (MTOC) globally organize the MTs
forming MT-asters with MTs radiating from the center to the peripheral regions of
the cell. The dynamical MT network is crucial for plasticity in cell shape formation
depending on external cues and cell shape stabilization [34, 35].

4



1.1 Information processing of single cells in dynamic environments

Extracellular morphogen gradients, including growth factors and chemoattractants,
direct the reorganization of the cytoskeleton by inducing localized signaling reactions.
These reactions generate cytoplasmic activity of the microtubule-associated proteins
(MAPs). The interactions with the MAPs regulate MT dynamics, e.g., stabilizing,
destabilizing, or bundling MTs [36]. One example of such signal transduction of external
cues into cytoskeletal reorganization is the Rho-GTPases signaling consisting of the
Rac1-PAK1-stathmin MT-regulator network (Figure 1.3) [37, 38, 39]. In the absence
of growth factors, the kinase PAK1 remains in the cytosol, where the high activity
of phosphatases maintains low steady-state phosphorylation levels of MT-regulator
stathmin, which sequesters tubulin, thereby constraining MT growth. Upon localized
external signals and morphogen-induced activation of Rac1, recruitment and activation
of kinase effectors like PAK1 occurs on the PM through the principle of dimensionality
reduction [40]. PAK1 phosphorylates the MT-regulator stathmin, which diminishes its
tubulin sequestration capability. Hence the availability of free tubulin for MT growth
increases. The concentration of the kinase activity and the cytosolic MAPs towards the
morphogen exposed areas leads to gradients of activity within the cell. Such local spatial
gradients enable actomyosin cytoskeletal reorganization direction in the morphogen
direction by local modulation of MAP activity [41]. Thus, a recursive interdependence
between cytoskeleton-induced deformation and signaling activity at the membrane
underlies the process of cell polarization and subsequent directed migration [26].

In human neutrophils, directed stimulation with the chemoattractant tripeptide
fMet-Leu-Phe (fMLP) induces cell polarization creating a front-back asymmetry of
the migrating cells [11, 42]. It is characterized by actively polymerizing F-actin at
the polarized front with contracting acto-myosin complexes at the rear end [43]. In
response to fMLP, neutrophils secrete a secondary chemoattractant leukotriene B4 (LTB4)
[44]. LTB4 plays a significant role in sensitizing neutrophils to fMLP by facilitating
polarization in the direction of the cue. Knockout and co-injection experiments have
reiterated the role of LTB4 paracrine signals in relaying the information of gradient of
fMLP to sites far away from the wounded tissue [45]. Similarly, microfluidic experiments
with HeLa cells have shown polarization during chemotaxis under external gradients of
rapamycin which is translated into intracellular gradients of Rac1 activation [29]. These
cells were able to sense a reversal of rapamycin gradient and repolarize in the direction
of the gradient leading to a reversal of migration [46]. Cell polarization plays a crucial
role in maintaining apicobasal polarity of epithelial cells [47] with the help of polarity
proteins, including the Par complex, which consists of Par proteins and atypical protein
kinase C (aPKC) and the Scrib complex [48, 49]. As such aberrant cell polarization leads
to a progression of abnormal tumor growth and tumor cell migration. Overexpressed
Scrib has been shown to contribute to the progression of hepatocellular carcinoma in
humans [50]. Typically found on the membrane of epithelial cells, Scrib complexes are
mislocalized in the cytosol of tumor cells [49].
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Figure 1.3: Information processing via network topology - Scheme of receptor
induced cell polarization as a symmetry breaking event leading to cytoskeletal changes,
interdependence of signaling and cell shape results in migration.

Thus, cells store and process the stream of information from the non-stationary
environment wherein a chemokine signal induces polarization of the cells and directs
migration. Upon change in direction of chemokine signal cells require to retain the ability
to sense continuously and repolarize accordingly. Directed chemotaxis of neutrophils
has been shown for less than 5% difference in fMLP across the front and back of the
cell [45]. The cellular sensing systems, therefore, not only infers the direction of the
chemoattractant gradient but must also sense very shallow gradients, amplify and
translate these gradients in the activation of the corresponding biochemical networks to
achieve robust polarization in the direction of the signal [29].

1.2 Cell surface receptors as sensing entitites –
Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor (EGFR)

Cell surface receptors convert extracellular signals into intracellular signaling events
[51]. Receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs) are among the most well-known families of
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transmembrane protein receptors that recognize growth factors and act as enzymes
upon activation by respective ligands (Figure 1.4) [52, 53]. Cellular responses like
cell motility, cell growth, and differentiation are triggered by the activation of RTKs
generally via receptor-specific ligands [54]. These ligands induce receptor dimerization or
oligomerization and propagate the signal downstream in the cell cytoplasm by interacting
with other proteins [55, 56]. The 58 known RTKs in humans are subdivided into 20
different classes based on structural similarities [53]. The ErbB/HER family of proteins
form the RTK Class I, which are structurally similar to the epidermal growth factor
receptor (EGFR). The ErbB family consists of 4 subgroups: Her1 (EGFR, ErbB1), Her2
(Neu, ErbB2), Her3 (ErbB3), and Her4 (ErbB4).

Figure 1.4: Family of receptor tyrosine kinases known in humans - The
schematic representation shows some of the subfamilies of RTKs with their known
extracellular ligands. Reprinted from [57]

EGFR (ErbB1) was among the first RTKs to be discovered. The role of EGFR
initiated signaling is crucial in the regulation of cellular migration, growth, survival,
proliferation, and tumor progression. Extensive analysis of EGFR specific ligands has
revealed seven types of ligands that activate a diverse range of biological responses
through EGFR signaling downstream (Figure 1.4). These are epidermal growth factor
(EGF), transforming growth factor-alpha (TGF-α), betacellulin (BTC), heparin-binding
EGF-like growth factor (HB-EGF), amphiregulin (ARG), epiregulin (EPR), and epigen
(EGN) [58, 59]. Although EGFR or ErbB1 is bound and activated by all seven ligands
leading to different functional cellular behavior, ErbB4 is only bound by the ligands
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EREG, HB-EGF, and BTC as well as neuregulins (e.g., heregulins). ErbB2 does not
bind with any known EGFR ligand [60]. One of the first growth factors shown to bind
with EGFR was the Epidermal growth factor (EGF) which activates the intracellular
tyrosine kinase activity [61]. EGF binds to EGFRs with a high affinity with dissociation
constant (KD) reported to be 1.77 × 10−7 M [62, 63].

Phosphorylated tyrosine residues of EGFR and its substrates act as binding sites
for effector proteins that initiate intracellular signaling, such as Grb2, PI3K, Shc, Src
and PLCγ [64]. Hence, it is important for maintaining tissue homeostasis and during
developmental processes [65, 66]. Receptor-induced EGFR signaling has been revealed
to promote cell migration in osteoblasts and osteocytes during bone formation [67] as
well as collective cell migration of various epithelial and endothelial cell types including
MDCK cells [68, 69]. Regulation of cell migration via the EGFR signaling pathway has
been shown in oral squamous cell carcinoma cells [70]. Dysregulation of EGFR signaling
is a known mechanism in cancer progression in non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC)
[71]. Overexpression of EGFR is also an independent predictor of poor prognosis
in inflammatory breast cancer (IBC) [72]. Therapeutically EGFR has been studied
extensively as a target protein against different forms of cancer.

1.2.1 Structure and activation of EGFR

Figure 1.5: Structural organisation of EGFR and EGFR activity - EGFR
consists of mainly 5 domains noted here (Left) Unphosphorylated tyrosine residues denoted
by green circles. (Right) EGF-induced assymetric dimer formation leads to one receptor
being "activator" which allosterically changes the activation loop of another receptor, the
"receiver". Receiver can then trans-phosphorylate the tyrosine residues of the activator.

Monomeric EGFR comprises five major domains: extracellular domain, a transmem-
brane domain, juxtamembrane domain, a kinase domain, and a C-terminal domain
(Figure 1.5 Left). The extracellular domain (ECD) comprises four parts: I, II, III, and
IV. I and III make up the recognition pocket for EGF binding, while II and IV maintain
a tethered conformation in the absence of EGF by interacting with each other [73]. The
kinase domain is made up of 2 lobes: C-lobe and N-lobe. The trans-phosphorylation
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process depends on the role of these two lobes. Crystal studies have revealed that the
N lobe contains five β sheets (β1- β5), one α helix (αC-helix), and the C lobe consists
of multiple α helices and an activation loop [74]. A short hinge connects the two lobes
where the catalytically active site is present [75]. Multiple interactions stabilize the
inactive conformation of EGFR to avoid spurious activation in the absence of any ligand.
Functional and NMR studies indicate that the polybasic motifs of the juxtamembrane
and the kinase domain interact with the negatively charged plasma membrane holding
the inactive conformation in place [76]. The C-terminal tail also interacts with the
tyrosine kinase domain and the threshold for EGFR activation is increased by the local
disorder in the αC-helix of the N-terminal [77].

1.2.1.1 EGF-induced activation of EGFR

EGF binding to the ECD results in conformational rearrangement of the receptor
protein on the extracellular membrane, thus releasing II, which acts as a “dimerization
arm” which induces association with the same arm of other receptors (Figure 1.5
Right) [73, 78]. Such extracellular transformations also result in conformational
changes in the intracellular region via the transmembrane domain and the release
of the juxtamembrane segments from the plasma membrane. It allows the kinase
domains to interact asymmetrically forming an EGFR dimer [79]. The C-lobe of one
receptor acts as an activator, while the N-lobe of the other receptor, binding to the
first one, acts as the receiver of activity. This is the asymmetric dimer model, where
the allosteric activation mechanism rearranges the position of the activation loop and
initiates the open conformation of the receiver receptor’s kinase domain (Figure 1.5
Right) [79]. EGF-induced conformational changes in the αC-helix and the activation loop
of the EGFR kinase domain stabilize the active kinase conformation in the asymmetric
dimer. The coordination of the α- and β phosphate group of a substrate adenosine
triphosphate (ATP) molecule and subsequent phosphate transfer is coordinated by
the active conformation of the αC-helix which contains a catalytically important salt
bridge [80]. The activation loop frees the catalytic cleft upon the active conformation of
the kinase domain, and the C-terminal tail separates from the dimerization interface.
These processes lead to the transphosphorylation of the tyrosine residues (pY) like
Y992, Y1045, Y1068, Y1086, Y1148, and Y1173 located on the C-terminal tail of the
“activator” receptor [64, 79]. Hydrophobic interactions between protein residues in the
C lobe of the ‘activator’ receptor and the N lobe of the ‘receiver’ receptor also stabilize
the asymmetric dimer [81].

Subsequent recruitment of adaptor proteins that contain Src homology 2 domains
(SH2s to pY992, 1068, 1086, 1114) or phosphotyrosine-binding domains (PTBs to pY992,
1068, 1173, 1148) then couple activated receptor dimers to diverse signaling pathways
in the cytoplasm [64], such as the Ras-mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK),
phosphoinositide-3-kinase (PI3K), protein kinase B (Akt), and phospholipase C-gamma
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(PLC-γ) pathways [82]. The activation of the PI3K-Rac-RhoGTP network is an essential
signaling target of EGFR by which it can engage the cytoskeletal network of a cell
[24]. E3 ubiquitin ligase c-Cbl also binds to pY1045 of EGFR either directly or via
an adaptor protein Grb2 to pY1068 and pY1086 and attaches a ubiquitin group at
the kinase domain of EGFR, which marks the protein for degradation [83]. Receptor
ubiquitination is a direct readout for ligand-bound EGFR [84].

1.2.1.2 Autocatalytic activation of EGFR

Overexpression of EGFR has been shown to lead to ligand-independent spurious
activation of EGFR signaling in multiple cancerous tumors [85]. Despite the auto-
inhibitory mechanisms, such activation can happen when the thermal conformational
fluctuations enable a group of EGFRs to attain active conformation, thus releasing
the activation loop [86]. To unravel their mechanism, the phosphorylation of the Y845
tyrosine residue (pY845) within the activation loop of the kinase domain has been
studied using multiple FRET-based conformational EGFR indicators (CONEGI) [87].
pY845 stabilizes the active open conformation of the receptor. Thus pY845, kinase active
EGFR monomers can further propagate receptor phosphorylation to other monomers,
resulting in an autocatalytic EGFR activation that can lead to laterally propagated
phosphorylation [88, 86, 84]. Y845 has been reported to be phosphorylated by Src, which
in turn is activated by phosphorylated EGFR [84, 89, 90] indicating that an autocatalytic
loop can also be realized indirectly. In this respect, it has been demonstrated that the two
kinases in an asymmetric dimer cannot access each other’s activation loops. Therefore,
they require the recruitment of a kinase such as Src on pY1086 [77]. This is consistent
with the findings that phosphorylation on signaling tyrosines precedes phosphorylation
on Y845 [91]. Phosphorylation of the distal segments of the tail (Y999–Y1186) also
enhances pY845 [77].

This autocatalytic amplification can also be triggered by EGF-bound allosterically
activated EGFR dimers [92, 84]. For physiological, subsaturating EGF concentrations
(below or in the range of the nanomolar EGF dissociation constant), most EGFR dimers
are occupied by a single EGF, but can still exhibit transphosphorylation activity [93].
Negative cooperativity or decrease in the rate of subsequent binding for a second EGF
molecule [94, 95], emerges from an altered asymmetrical dimer interface in the ECD
[96]. This phenomena suggests that EGF-EGFR dimers with 1:2 stoichiometry are
even shorter-lived intermediates [97]. That transient dimers can give rise to catalytic
amplification of phosphorylation [40, 92] is further supported by the fact that low-affinity
ligands such as EPR and EGN act as partial agonists of dimerization (due to a weakened
dimerization interface) but are full agonists of receptor phosphorylation [98]. On the
population level, the catalytic amplification of the phosphorylation is spatially restricted
by the diffusion of the ligand-bound receptors [40].
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Under normal physiological conditions, cells exhibit basal EGFR activation therefore
fundamental constraints to autocatalysis and lateral propagation exist. Diffusional
barriers limit the free diffusion of EGFR to nanoscopic membrane domains (50–300
nm wide) that are delimited by actin-based membrane skeleton fences [99, 100]. This
acts as a layer of constraint against uncontrolled phosphorylation amplification and
aberrant signaling. The crossing of signaling proteins through these fences thus becomes
the rate-limiting factor in lateral information transfer by reaction-diffusion mechanisms
such as autocatalysis [101, 40, 102]. Equipartitioning among the domains results in few
receptors per domain at physiological EGFR expression levels of ∼ 5 × 104 receptors
per cell. This homogeneous distribution also limits EGFR reactivity [103, 104].

1.2.2 Dephosphorylating properties of PTPs

Figure 1.6: Dephosphorylation by PTPs - PTPs dephosphorylate phosphorylated
tyrosine (red to green dots) on EGFRs at the plasma membrane

The kinase activity of the EGFR is influenced by the dephosphorylation of the
autocatalytic and signaling tyrosine residues (Figure 1.6) [86]. A family of phosphotyro-
sine phosphatases (PTPs) carries out the dephosphorylation of phosphorylated tyrosine
residues of EGFR. They are divided into 38 classical phosphotyrosine-specific PTPs
and 61 dual-specificity phosphatases (DSPs) [105]. The 38 known classical PTPs in the
human genome can be further categorized according to their localization motifs.

A common two-step catalytic mechanism is used by PTPs based on a nucleophilic
cysteine with a low pKa within the PTP domain [106]. Initially, the phosphorous atom
in the phosphotyrosine residue of the bound substrate is attacked by cysteine. The
catalytic aspartate donates a proton to the oxygen, leaving a substrate group upon
cleavage of the ester bond. Thus, it reverts to the non-phosphorylated state. Secondly,
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water molecule hydrolyses the cysteine-phosphate intermediate, thus resulting in the
restored enzyme and inorganic phosphate.

The role of PTPs has been well studied in suppressing tumor growth related to
abnormal RTK signaling e.g., PTPN1 role in human disease [107]. Several solid
tumors have reported reduced expression of transmembrane receptor-like PTPs (RPTPs)
like PTPRG, PTPRJ, PTPRD, and PTPRK [108]. Continuous and rapid cycles of
phosphorylation and dephosphorylation events regulate cell signaling [109]. RPTPs are
located on the PM and contain extracellular domains with ligand recognizing features.
They generally act on the RTKs localized near it while the cytosolic PTPs have specific
sequences with which they can interact with their substrates, e.g., the SH2 domains
of PTPN6 (SHP1) and PTPN11 (SHP2) [105]. Localization sequences present on
some cytoplasmic PTPs target them to specific compartments to interact locally with
their substrate partner. PTPN1 (PTP1B) and PTPN2 (TCPTP) are ER-bound PTPs,
and they interact with RTKs on the cytoplasmic face of the contact sides with the
RTK rich vesicles [110, 111]. The high catalytic activities of PTPs (∼two orders of
magnitude higher than EGFR) manages to suppress both spontaneous and low dose of
ligand-induced EGFR phosphorylation [84, 112].

1.2.2.1 Redox regulation of PTPs via EGFRs

Figure 1.7: Redox regulation of PTPs - EGFR induced PI3K activation leads to
NOX complex formation at PM mediated by Rac and PIP3. Extracelullar superoxide or
H2O2 diffuses through PM and oxidises PTPs rendering it inactive. Reprinted from [113]

However, if high PTP activity is present at the membrane, no signal propagation via
EGFR phosphorylation would be possible. An intrinsic regulatory mechanism governs
PTP activity. Due to the low pKa of the active cysteine, the PTPs are sensitive to
oxidation by reactive oxygen species (ROS), e.g., superoxide anion (O2-) or hydrogen
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peroxide (H2O2) [114]. Along with EGFR phosphorylation, the EGF stimulation also
promotes the recruitment and activation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) producing
enzyme systems like the NADPH oxidase (NOX) complex to the plasma membrane. PM-
localised NOX2 complex produces H2O2 which is transported into the cells via diffusion
or aquaporins [86]. Activation and formation of NOX complexes are enhanced by PI3K-
induced PI(3,4,5)P3 formation and Rac1 activation [115, 116]. The ROS is spatially
constrained only to the plasma membrane due to their short half-life time. This local
ROS production forms an intracellular gradient in the cytoplasm and transiently inhibits
the catalytic activity of the PTPs, namely the RPTPs. The ROS targets the thiol group
(Cys-SH) in the cysteine residues of PTPs and oxidizes it to sulfenic acid (Cys-SOH).
This reaction renders the PTPs catalytically inactive. Phosphorylated EGFRs can
activate PI3K, thereby inducing H2O2 production near the plasma membrane and thus
exhibiting redox regulation of PTPs on the membrane (Figure 1.7) [86]. The cysteine
can be reverted to an active state via secondary redox reaction mediated by reducing
agents [113]. These agents prevent irreversible overoxidation, which can occur due to
oxidative stress.

Figure 1.8: Diagrammatic representation of EGFR-PTP activity regulation -
(A) Schematic representation showing the regulation and state transitions between different
forms of EGFR and PTP. Transitions between phosphorylated (p) and unphosphorylated
states of unliganded EGFR (EGFR) and ligandbound EGFR (EGF-EGFR) are shown.
Green dashed arrows show affect of autocatalytic, ligandbound induced and autonomous
activation of unliganded EGFR phosphorylation. Red dashed arrows indicate redox
regulation of EGFRs on PTPs while blue dashed arrows indicate dephosphorylation
regulation of PTPs on EGFRs. (B) Toggle-switch motif of EGFR-PTP system. Adapted
from [86, 101].

Thus, at the plasma membrane, EGFR activation and PTP inhibition are coupled
processes exemplifying a double-negative feedback loop, which, together with the
autocatalytic kinase activity, establishes a bistable reaction network (Figure 1.8 top)
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[86, 101]. PTP dephosphorylate activated EGFRs and establish negative feedback.
The autocatalytic activation of EGFR creates a one-component positive feedback motif
while the EGFR induced H2O2 production negatively regulates the interacting PTP,
effectively establishing a double-negative feedback motif. This ‘toggle-switch ’-like motif
(Figure 1.8 below) creates a bistable regime in the system, where upon threshold EGF
stimulation, a switch from low to high EGFR phosphorylation can occur and signal
propagation takes place [92, 40, 86, 101].

1.2.3 Regulation of spatial and temporal distibution of EGFR
via vesicular recycling

Upon EGF stimulated phosphorylation of EGFRs on the membrane and signal initiation,
EGFRs undergo internalization and vesicular trafficking through the cell cytoplasm
[53, 84]. Phosphorylated EGFRs are engulfed into clathrin-coated pits (CCPs) (Figure
1.9). This process is mediated by phosphatidylinositol-2-bisphosphate (PIP2), effector
Grb2, and clathrin adaptor AP-2 [118, 119]. After nucleation and attaining a threshold
curvature, CCPs pinch off the PM into clathrin-coated vesicles (CCVs) containing the
EGFR molecules, which are internalized via the classical clathrin-mediated endocytosis
(CME) mechanism [120]. However, clathrin-independent endocytosis (CIE) of EGFRs
has also been reported when cells are stimulated with high doses of EGF due to saturation
of CME [121]. The formation and fusion of vesicles are controlled by small Rab GTPases,
the critical players in vesicular trafficking [122, 123]. Rab proteins can interchange
between a GDP-bound ‘off’ state and a GTP-bound ‘on’ state, regulated by guanine
nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs) and GTPase-activating proteins (GAPs). GDP
dissociation inhibitors (GDI) displacement factors (GDFs) confer specificity to Rab
membrane association by recognizing Rab-GDI complexes.

Following internalization, EGFR loaded endocytic vesicles are transported to
perinuclear regions inside the cell via motor proteins and microtubules [124, 34].
Afterward, they fuse into Rab5-positive early endosomes (EE), where proteins are
initially sorted and redistributed towards different cellular compartments [125, 126].
The EE sorts the recycling proteins and the proteins marked for the degradative
pathway, which contains the ubiquitinated EGFR. c-Cbl binds EGFR either directly
at phosphorylated Y1045 via its tyrosine binding domain or indirectly through Grb2,
which binds EGFR at phosphorylated Y1068 and Y1086 via its SH2 domain [127, 128,
129]. EGFR is either targeted to Rab7-positive late endosomes (LEs), dephosphorylated
in pericentriolar areas with high PTP1B activity [130], or recycled back to the PM via
the Rab4-positive fast recycling endosome (RE) or the Rab11-positive pericentriolar
slow RE [83, 131, 132]. Multivesicular bodies (MVBs) are formed by the invagination
of the endosomal membranes mediated by the recruitment of the ESCRT complex
[133]. The ubiquitinated EGFRs are sorted into the MVBs and subsequently committed
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Figure 1.9: Vesicular trafficking of EGFR - Schematic diagram of CME or CIE
mediated internalisation of phosphorylated EGFRs from the PM. Vesicular trafficking
initates from EEs where receptor sorting takes place. Ubiquinated ligandbound receptors
are unidirectionally transported towards lysosomal degradation while unliganded EGFRs
are recycled to the PM either via RE-mediated or fast-recycling route. Adapted from [117]

to LAMP1-positive lysosomes for degradation purposes. The vesicular trafficking of
EGFR is summarized in the Figure 1.9. Besides these mechanisms, EGF-induced
macropinocytosis at the plasma membrane caused by the dynamic ruffling can also
internalize the bound receptors.
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1.2.3.1 EGF dose dependent EGFR trafficking dynamics

At low physiological doses of EGF (0.4 -20 ng/ml) [134], receptor internalization
occurs via CME, and hence the sorting in EE depends on the state of the receptor,
whether ligand-bound or ligand-independent. In the absence of EGF, unliganded EGFR
monomers recycle through the RE in the perinuclear regions. PTP1B suppresses the
spontaneous activation of EGFR by dephosphorylating Y845 on constitutively recycling
receptors [130, 84]. However, ligand-induced ubiquitination of EGFR acts as a sorting cue
for receptor fate and undertakes unidirectional trafficking towards lysosomal degradation.
In contrast, under saturating doses of EGF stimulation, receptor internalization occurs
via CIE [121]. At saturating EGF concentrations, a high steady-state amount of ligand-
bound, ubiquitinated dimers are generated, which are marked for degradation. Due to
the spatial regulation of the phosphorylated EGFR via the vesicular dynamics, EGFR
can signal from different levels: both at PM and the endosomes. Akt activation has
been shown to occur via the PI(3,4,5)P3-enriched membrane domains present at the PM,
but the MAPK module activation has been reported to take place from the endosomal
compartments [126, 135]. Thus EGFR signaling dynamics depends on the extracellular
concentration of EGF, and is thereby context-dependent [136, 137].

1.2.4 Context-dependent EGFR signaling enables cell migra-
tion

Depending on the extracellular concentration of EGF, the vesicular trafficking of EGFR
determines the sensing capacity of a cell [84]. As described earlier, at high saturating
doses, the ligand-bound dimeric EGFRs are unidirectionally trafficked from the PM to
the lysosome for degradation, while at low concentrations majority of the monomeric
EGFRs are recycled back on the PM. The recycled dephosphorylated receptors are
available to bind new EGF and thus enable sensing of growth factors over time. EGF
binds with EGFR with a high affinity, and the dissociation rate of EGF is around
0.5-0.05 per min [138, 139]. Thus, ligand-bound EGFR cannot sense further signal but
promotes autocatalytic phosphorylation of recycled EGFRs [40].

During wound healing processes, for efficient wound closure, cells operate in a
complex, continuously changing environment with low physiological doses of multiple
growth factors. High levels of autonomous EGFR phosphorylation have been shown
to promote the phosphorylation of Akt. Phosphorylated Akt promotes vesicular
recycling of EGFR generating positive feedback due to the autocatalytic nature of
EGFR phosphorylation. An Akt-dependent EGFR recycling on the PM is promoted,
which maintains further sensitivity to EGF and maintains a migratory mode of the cell
by keeping an adequate number of receptors at the PM (Figure 1.10) [137, 140]. However,
differential modulation of EGFR trafficking by the stimulation of different ligands like
heregulin (HRG) indicates distinct activation of the downstream Erk signaling from
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Figure 1.10: EGFR signaling in cell motility - EGF-dependent downstream EGFR
signalling results in cell migration. Low physiological concentration of EGF stimulation
promotes EGFR-Akt-dependent EGFR monomer recycling and autocatalytic phosphory-
lation amplification of monomers is sustained by ligandbound EGFR dimers. High level
of activated, phosphorylated EGFR at the PM activates the PI3K-mediated singalling
molecules (Akt, Rac) which produce ROS by NOX complex. This promotes the migratory
state of cells. Adapted from [136].

multiple subcellular compartments (PM and endosomes) [141]. In contrast to EGF, HRG
stimulation leads ErbB2/3 receptors to remain on the PM and generate a persistent,
localized Kinase Suppressor of Ras - Erk (KSR-Erk) response from the PM [136].
Internalized EGFR on EGF stimulation, on the other hand, activates sustained Erk
(s-Erk) signaling from the endosomal membranes. The Erk-dependent phosphorylation
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of various effector molecules was observed to be involved in regulating cellular motility
in response to HRG stimulation. Thus, the spatial and temporal regulation of receptor
kinase activity enables the cell to generate different pools of active Erk with distinct
functionalities - transcriptional activity in the nucleus and local morphogenetic function
at the PM. Membrane proximal KSR-Erk activity leads to pro-migratory phosphorylation
of EphA2 on serine 897 (S897) [136]. Phospho-S897-EphA2 has been reported previously
to localize to the leading edge of migrating cells, promoting the assembly of actin
cytoskeleton and extension of lamellipodia [141]. Hence the PM localized receptor
tyrosine kinase activity provides a mechanism to promote cell shape change and cell
motility in a spatially controlled manner (Figure 1.10).

1.2.5 EGFR interaction network enables sensing of time-
varying signals

It has been shown that key EGFR-PTP network motifs regulate the EGFR phos-
phorylation response [86]. Through combined and coordinated action of vesicular
dynamics, EGFR reaction kinetics, and the EGFR-PTP interactions regulating the
EGFR phosphorylation dynamics enables cellular sensing of time-varying growth
factors [84, 92, 40]. Using an EGFR phosphorylation response to EGF dose as
a dynamical signature of the underlying EGFR-PTP feedback motif along with
genetic perturbations, key causal links between EGFR-PTP pairs has been established.
Based on a combination of enzymatic biochemical assays and cell array fluorescence
lifetime imaging microscopy (CA-FLIM) screening of 55 PTPs with quantifiable genetic
perturbations, three major PTPs which dephosphorylate EGFR both temporally and
spatially were identified: the PM localized PTPRG, PTPRJ, and the ER-associated
PTPN2 (Figure 1.11 A). The activity of PTPRG is regarded as the central regulator
of the EGFR responsiveness to EGF stimulation over PTPRJ since knock-down of
PTPRJ, unlike PTPRG, showed no significant effect on increasing the phosphorylated
EGFR. Hence, a double-negative EGFR-PTPRG feedback (toggle switch) and negative
regulation of EGFR phosphorylation by PTPRJ on the PM were revealed. The vesicular
recycling of EGFR also established spatial negative feedback regulation by PTPN2. Upon
EGF stimulation, PTPN2 was shown to determine signal duration by dephosphorylating
liganded EGFR during the vesicular trafficking, while PTPRG/RJ played a role in
determining the sensitivity of EGFR phosphorylation by dephosphorylating recycling
ligandless EGFR. The trafficking thereby unifies these pairwise EGFR-PTP interactions
into a core receptor network that is distributed in space. The resulting dynamical
behavior of this network governs cell sensing and responsiveness to EGF stimulation
(Figure 1.11 B) [92].
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Figure 1.11: Spatially distributed interdependence of PTPs on EGFR - (A)
Representative scheme of the EGFR-PTP interaction network established through EGFR
trafficking dynamics. EGFR interacts with PTPRG at the PM and PTPN2 in the
cytoplasm. Causal links: solid black lines; curved arrow lines: diffusion. (B) Causal
diagram of EGFR-PTP network. Red/blue lines: causal interactions; green arrow: ligand
binding. Modified from [92]

1.3 Dynamical features of EGFR-PTP network mo-
tif

To further study EGFR response dynamics which is determined by the activity regulation
between EGFR and a given PTP, the network can be mathematically represented through
a system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) which show the evolution of the
combination of variables: EGFRp – the amount of phosphorylated receptors and PTPa

– the amount of active PTPs. These two variables can be assumed as time-dependent
variables which follow the law of mass action wherein kinetics is given by the network
motif itself. The coevolution of the two variables then informs one about the dynamical
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system. The state-space or the phase space is a multidimensional space enclosing all
of the possible combinations of system states that [EGFRp, PTPa] can occupy. Time
invariant states occupied by such systems are known as stable steady states or attractors,
which describe the stable configurations of the system. A trajectory through phase space
is equivalent to a trajectory in time which represents the response of a system.

Figure 1.12: Dynamical features of EGFR-PTP system - (A) (Left) Bifurca-
tion diagram of the EGFR-PTPRG toggle switch, depicting phosphorylated EGFR
(EGFRp) response with respect to PTPRG/EGFR, in the absence of EGF. Shading:
yellow/blue—monostable region, magenta—vicinity of the saddle-node (SN) bifurcation
point and green—bistable region. Solid/dashed lines—stable/unstable steady states.
(Right) Temporal response of the system upon stimulation with pulse of suprathreshold
concentration of EGF (B) (Left) For positioning at the critical transition between
monostability and bistability, the temporal response and the quasi-potential landscape
demonstrate the existence of a “ghost” attractor. Green shaded area: Stimulation with
suprathreshold EGF, cyan colour: existence of "ghost" attractor. (Right) Exemplary
temporal EGFR phosphorylation profiles for different EGF pulse trains realizations for
critical organization. Black line segments: disjoint intervals of EGFR phosphorylation.
Green shaded area: growth factor pulse duration. Reprinted from [142]
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1.3 Dynamical features of EGFR-PTP network motif

Based on the identified network topology (Figure 1.11 B), the EGFR phosphorylation
depends on two parameters: the fraction of ligand-bound EGFR (EGF-EGFR %) and
the concentration of PTPRG relative to that of EGFR on the PM (PTPRG/EGFR).
An investigation of the dynamical properties of the motif using bifurcation analysis
has reported three possible dynamical modes of operation, which have been verified
experimentally: a bistable regime bordering two monostable regimes characterized by
basal and continuously high EGFR phosphorylation (Figure 1.12) [86]. These dynamical
states are an intrinsic property of the network topology that is centered around the
EGFR–PTPRG toggle-switch motif with autocatalytic EGFR activation [101].

As described in the bifurcation scheme in Figure 1.12 A, at low membrane EGFR
concentrations or high PTPRG/EGFR ratio, a monostable regime of basal EGFR
phosphorylation is attained (Figure 1.12 A right bottom). In this regime, EGFR
phosphorylation gradually increases with growth factor receptor occupancy. Upon
pulsatile thresholded EGF stimulation, switch-like activation occurs, and the system
jumps to a high EGFR phosphorylation state but reverses to the basal state upon EGF
removal without any signal integration. For a given range of PTPRG/EGFR on the PM,
the system operates in the bistable regime where phosphorylation state of EGFR, i.e., the
steady-state solution, depends on the initial phosphorylation level, i.e., history-dependent
[142] (Figure 1.12 A right middle). When starting from the basal EGFR phosphorylation
state, upon pulsatile thresholded EGF stimulation, switch-like activation occurs, and
the system jumps to the high EGFR phosphorylation state. On removal of stimulus,
even though PTPRG’s activity suppresses the autocatalysis of EGFR and dominates in
the bistable regime, the high phosphorylation level is maintained upon reverting to the
initial bistability as it remains stable. Thus autocatalysis alone is sufficient to maintain
the monomeric unliganded receptors phosphorylated even after EGF removal. Hence
although the EGFR phosphorylation response is rapid and robust in the bistable regime,
the system’s responsiveness to time-varying cues is limited. However, for high EGFR
concentrations relative to PTPRG, the system operates in the monostable regime of
continuously high EGFR phosphorylation (Figure 1.12 A right top). In this case, the
autocatalytic EGFR phosphorylation amplification always leads to PTPRG inhibition
via H2O2 production, regardless of EGF stimulus. Weak and dampened phosphorylation
response to pulsed EGF stimulation reiterated the inability of the system to sense growth
factor signals. The temporal evolution of the average EGFR phosphorylation state has
been estimated from microscopic experiments showcasing all the dynamical regimes
manifested depending upon relative PTPRG/EGFR expression on the PM [92].
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1.3.1 Role of metastable dynamics in sensing time-varying
EGF signals

Rapid amplification of EGFR phosphorylation under pulses of low dosage of EGF and
the ability to reset to basal EGFR phosphorylation when EGF is removed are necessary
prerequisites for sensing time-varying EGF signals. An in-depth analysis displayed both
these features arises from the critical organization of the system between the mono-
and bistable regimes of operation demarcated by a saddle-node (SN) bifurcation point.
When the system is organized close to this SN bifurcation point, prolonged EGFR
phosphorylation after growth factor removal was revealed in simulations, generating a
transient memory of the previous EGF signal (Figure 1.12 B) [142]. Such a transient
memory arises due to the emergence of a metastable state which enables the duration of
EGFR phosphorylation to depend on previous stimulus history, effectively displaying
signal-integration capabilities. It does not hinder further responsiveness of the system
to upcoming pulses of EGF.

The metastability is a feature of the dynamical properties at the critical organization.
At the vicinity of the SN bifurcation, only one stable steady state is available for
the system to occupy - basal EGFR phosphorylation level, which is estimated by
the intersection of nullclines in phase space [142]. This can be depicted by a basal
state residing in a narrow valley of a quasi-potential landscape. The quasi-potential
landscapes [143, 144] depict energy-like levels associated with the steady states in the
phase space. The phase space trajectories flow downhill the landscapes towards the
valleys defined by the stable steady states. Upon EGF pulse, the steady state of high
EGFR phosphorylation becomes stable for bistable organization and the system changes
its steady state. Upon EGF removal, when the system transits back from the bistable
to the monostable region, the incoming trajectories get trapped in a quasi-potential
landscape with a very shallow slope (Figure 1.12 B) [142]. Thus the SN “ghost” serves
as a unique dynamical mechanism of transient temporal memory, enabling EGFR
phosphorylation to be maintained at high levels for a transient period after EGF removal
[142]. However, using systematic multi-pulse EGF experiments it has been demonstrated
that, lowering of EGFR’s steady-state concentration occurs upon each EGF pulse due
to ubiquitination-dependent removal of EGF-bound receptors from the PM [92]. This
results in shifting the system toward the monostable regime, wherein it loses the ability
to robustly sense and responds to upcoming growth factor signals. Hence dose and
duration of EGF stimuli play a crucial role in limiting the EGFR-PTP sensing system.
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1.3 Dynamical features of EGFR-PTP network motif

1.3.2 Symmetry breaking polarization features of the EGFR-
PTP network

During embryogenesis or tissue homeostasis, surface receptors like EGFR play a
significant role in sensing novel and time-varying complex signals and polarizing towards
the directional cue while maintaining responsiveness to previous stimuli [145]. Real-time
cellular navigation in nonstationary environments, e.g., chemoattractant gradient fields
likely rely on a dynamical mechanism that enables efficient navigation which can be
achieved when the polarized phosphorylation dynamics of receptors is transiently stable.
Directed cellular migration upon a gradient of growth factor stimulation requires a
reliable mechanism for EGF-induced transition from a non-polarized symmetric state to
an asymmetric polarized receptor signaling state and subsequently polarized cell shape,
with defined ’front’ and ’back’, towards the EGF signal (Figure 1.13 A). In another study
in the group (See Dissertation by Akhilesh P. Nandan) [146], it has been proposed that a
symmetry breaking can be achieved via specific dynamical transitions, namely, pitchforck
bifurcations (PBs). The PB characterizes a transition from a homogeneous unpolarized
state to an inhomogeneous polarized steady state in receptor phosphorylation[147, 143].
The inhomogeneous steady state (IHSS) is a single attractor defined as a combination
of the front and back EGFR phosphorylation states of a cell. Furthermore, it has been
theoretically demonstrated that the PB must be subcritical to achieve polarization
features such as amplification of the signal and because the symmetry broken states
are stabilized via SN. Thus organization at criticality - in the vicinity of a SNP B

through which a subcritical PB is stabilized (magenta shaded area in Figure 1.13 B),
the dynamical characteristics of both bifurcations, signal integration through dynamic
transient memory and cell polarization, will be uniquely manifested to render a minimal
mechanism for responsiveness in changing environments.

To test this hypothesis, the dynamics of the experimentally identified spatially-
distributed EGFR sensing network has been described using mass-action kinetics and
formalised mathematically in the following one-dimensional system of partial differential
equations (PDEs):

∂[Ep]
∂t

= f1([Ep], [E − Ep], [RGa], [N2a], [EGFt]) + DEp

∂2[Ep]
∂x2

∂[E − Ep]
∂t

= f2([Ep], [E − Ep], [EGFt]) + DE−Ep

∂2[E − Ep]
∂x2

∂[RGa]
∂t

= f3([Ep], [E − Ep], [RGa]) + DRGa

∂2[RGa]
∂x2

∂[N2a]
∂t

= f4([Ep], [E − Ep], [N2a])

(1.1)
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Figure 1.13: Symmetry breaking description of EGFR-PTP system - (A)
Scheme of the EGFR-PTP interaction network. Ligandless EGFR (Ep) interacts with
PTPRG (PRG) and PTPN2 (PN2). Liganded EGFR (E−Ep) promotes autocatalysis of Ep.
Causal links: solid black lines; curved arrow lines: diffusion. (B) Dynamical mechanism:
critical organization before sub-critical pitchfork bifurcation (PB, magenta shaded area).
Stable/unstable steady states (solid/dashed lines): basal (homogeneous) and polarized
(inhomogeneous) receptor activity; stimulus induced transitions between states: arrow
lines. SNP B: saddle-node bifurcation through which PB is stabilized. (C) Top: (In silico)
evolution of spatial EGF distribution. Bottom: Kymograph of EGFRp for organization at
criticality from reaction-diffusion simulations of the network in A. Corresponding exemplary
cell shapes with color coded EGFRp, obtained with a viscoelastic model. Green/red
lines: stimulus presence/absence. (D) State-space trajectory of the system with denoted
trapping state-space areas (colored arbitrarily). Thick/thin line: signal presence/absence.

with
f1 = ([Et] − [Ep] − [E − Ep]) · (α1 · ([Et] − [Ep] − [E − Ep]) + α2 · [Ep] + α3 · [E − Ep]) −
γ1 · [RGa] · [Ep] − γ2 · [N2a] · [Ep] − kon · ([EGFt] − [E − Ep]) · [Ep]2 + 1/2 · koff · [EEp];
f2 = kon · ([EGFt] − [E − Ep]) · ([Ep]2 + ([Et] − [Ep] − [E − Ep])2) − koff · [E − Ep];
f3 = k1 · ([RGt] − [RGa]) − k2 · [RGa] − β1 · [RGa] · ([Ep] + [E − Ep]); and
f4 = ϵ · (k1 · ([N2t] − [N2a]) − k2 · [N2a] + β2 · ([Ep] + [E − Ep]) · ([N2t] − [N2a])).
The reaction terms are described in [92]. [E − Ep] is the phosphorylated ligand-bound
dimeric EGFR, [Ep] - ligandless phosphorylated EGFR, [Et] - total amount of EGFR,
[RGa], [RGt] and [N2a], [N2t] - the active and total amount of the membrane localized
PTPRG and the ER-bound PTPN2, respectively. Both, the receptor and the deactivating
enzymes have active and inactive states, and the model equations describe their state
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1.3 Dynamical features of EGFR-PTP network motif

transition rates. Therefore, mass is conserved in the system and the total protein
concentrations of the three species ([Et], [RGt] and [N2t]) are constant parameters.

Autonomous, autocatalytic and ligand-bound-induced activation of ligandless EGFR
ensue from bimolecular interactions with distinct rate constants α1−3, respectively.
Other parameters are as follows: k1/k2 — activation/inactivation rate constants of the
phosphatases, β1/β2 - receptor-induced regulation rate constants of PTPRG/PTPN2,
γ1/γ2 - specific reactivity of the enzymes (PTPRG/PTPN2) towards the receptor. The
EGFR-PTPN2 negative feedback is on a time scale (ϵ) approximately two orders of
magnitude slower than the phosphorylation-dephosphorylation reaction, as estimated
from the ∼ 4min recycling time of EGFRp [92]. This enables, when necessary, to
consider a quasi-steady state approximation for the dynamics of PTPN2 for simplicity:

[N2a]qss = [N2t] · (k1 + β2 · ([Ep] + [E − Ep]))
k1 + k2 + β2 · ([Ep] + [E − Ep]) (1.2)

[EGFt] denotes the total ligand concentration. Assuming that at low, physiologically
relevant EGF doses, the ligand will be depleted from the solution due to binding to
EGFR [148], ligand-binding unbinding was explicitly modeled (kon, koff ) in Eqs.1.1.

The diffusion terms model the lateral diffusion of the EGFR and PTPRG molecules on
the plasma membrane, whereas PTPN2 is ER-bound and does not diffuse. Single particle
tracking studies have demonstrated that EGFR molecules on the plasma membrane
occupy three distinct mobility states, free, confined and immobile, with the occupations
of the free and immobile states decreasing and increasing significantly after EGF
stimulation (2 min after EGF stimulation, corresponding with the time-scale of EGF
binding) [102]. In the reaction-diffusion (RD) simulations therefore for simplicity, it has
been assumed that DE−Ep ≈ 0, whereas diffusion constants of same order are assumed
for the ligandless EGFR and PTPRG (DEp ∼ DRGa).

A weakly nonlinear analysis [149] for the system of PDEs revealed that the EGFR
signalling dynamics undergoes a symmetry-breaking transition through the PB. Polarized
EGFR signaling will effectively lead to reorganization of the cortical actomyosin
cytoskeleton by regulating members of the Rho GTPase family, thereby inducing
signal-dependent cell shape changes and subsequent migration [150, 151]. To incorporate
the mechanical regulation of cell shape, the cell was modelled as a viscoelastic cortex
surrounding a viscous core [152], where EGFR signaling dynamics affects cell shape
changes through the protrusion/retraction stress and the viscoelastic nature of the cell
membrane.

To observe polarization of receptor phosphorylation in simulated cells, EGFR

phosphorylation on the PM in single cells was plotted using kymographs which report
the phosphorylated receptor amount around the cell contour over time. Simulations
of the cell system in the absence of threshold EGF stimulus exhibited basal EGFR
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phosphorylation uniformly distributed along the cell’s plasma membrane rendering a
symmetrical cell shape. When dynamic gradient stimulation was applied to the cells
in the simulation, it resulted in rapid polarization of EGFR phosphorylation towards
the EGF source generating a cell shape with a clear front and back (Figure 1.13 C).
The polarized signaling state was maintained for a transient period after removing the
gradient, corresponding to manifestation of memory of the localization of the previously
encountered signal (Figure 1.14 A). The prolonged polarized state does not result from
remnant ligand-bound receptors on the plasma membrane, as they exponentially decline
after signal removal. The phase space trajectory shows that the temporal memory
in EGFR phosphorylation polarization is established due to transient trapping of the
signaling state trajectory in state-space, indicating that the system is maintained away
from steady states (Figure 1.13 D). The memory in polarized signalling (Figure 1.14
A) was also reflected on the level of the cell morphology, as shown by the difference of
normalized cell protrusion area in the front and the back of the cell over time (Figure
1.14 B).

Figure 1.14: Evidence of memory in EGFR activity - (A) Temporal profiles Ep

(black) and E − Ep (grey). Green shaded area: EGF gradient presence. (B) Quantification
of in silico cell morphological changes from the cell in Figure 1.13 C. (C) Left: Same as in B,
only when stimulated with two consecutive dynamic gradients from same direction. Second
gradient (yellow) within the memory phase of the first. Right: the second has opposite
localization. Mean+/-s.d. from n=3. Green(yellow)/red lines: stimulus presence/absence

The cell polarity is sustained even when the EGF signal is briefly disrupted (Figure
1.14 C left), and the cell can reverse the direction of polarization when the signal
direction is inverted (Figure 1.14 C right). Thus, it has been shown via simulations
that the trapping in the dynamically metastable memory state does not hinder sensing
and adapting to subsequent signals. This suggests that organization at criticality, in a
vicinity of a SNP B, is a unique mechanism for processing changing signals. However,
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experimental validation of the theory of symmetry breaking and cellular information
processing needs to be tested systematically.

1.4 Methods of identification of metastable states
from experimental data

A metastable state can be defined as a topological domain in a system’s state space with
relatively large dwell time and slow evolution, which is separated from another stable
state through a fast transient regime. Thus metastability is prone to be manifested
when a system has multiple and well-distinguished time scales [153, 142]. H.A. Kramer
was the first to study metastability occurring in stochastic systems in 1940. The concept
was initially used to study the time evolution of chemical reactions corresponding to a
double-well potential with added diffusion in the system [154].

Metastability arises in the EGFR-PTP system near the critical organization of
the system due to the trapping in the "ghost" attractor. The dynamical features
of metastability are different from slow relaxation kinetics [142]. It reflects in the
polarization of EGFR phosphorylation where high EGFR phosphorylation is maintained
transiently for a significant time after removing the EGF stimulus. Hence, it is
possible to systematically validate the presence of metastable states from the EGFR
phosphorylation’s temporal data.

One of the essential concepts of time-series analysis is the identification of structures
that correspond to dynamical features of the underlying system, i.e., the different
dynamical states and the transitions between those states. A time series is generally a
result of applying an unknown measurement function to the states of the dynamical
states. This function is a projection of the space containing all the states of the dynamical
system, or state space, into a subspace of lower dimensions. Reconstruction of the state
space of the underlying dynamical system enables one to identify the different dynamical
states in a time series.

A commonly used method of reconstructing state space from a time series is the
time delay-embedding mapping based on Taken’s theorem [155, 156]. Taken’s theorem
essentially states that one can obtain a structure that is topologically equivalent to the
attractor of the analyzed univariate time series of a system by means of a time delay
embedding. Such mapping depends on essentially two embedding parameters: the time
delay (τ) and the embedding dimension (m). Suppose there is a time series denoted by
x(ti), i = 1, ..N which is to be embedded into a m-dimensional state space by the delay
vectors (Figure 1.15 A). In the state space (Figure 1.15 B), a point along the trajectory
of the system can be given as a vector:

Y(ti) = [x(ti), x(ti + τ), .., x(ti + (m − 1)τ)] (1.3)
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where i = 1 to N −(m−1)τ , τ is the embedding delay, m - is a dimension of reconstructed
space (embedding dimension). m is given by the expression m = 2D + 1. D is the
dimension of the original attractor.

The optimal delay time (τ) can be estimated using the autocorrelation function
on the analyzed time-series data. (τ) is typically chosen as the value at which the
autocorrelation lowers to a fraction of its initial value [157]. When the dimension of the
system under observation is unknown, one way to estimate the appropriate embedding
dimension (m) is the False Nearest Neighbourhood (FNN) algorithm [158]. The method
utilizes how the neighbors of a point along a trajectory in state space change with
increasing dimension. Ideally, the points which remain close in the embedding space will
remain close during forward iterations. If a point has a close neighbor violating such a
condition, it is a false nearest neighbor. Optimal m is estimated for a fraction of points
where FNN converges to 0.

Figure 1.15: Theory of attractor reconstruction - (A) Example time series of a
continuous function x(t) with discrete measured points given x. Projection of x on mth

dimension after a chosen delay τ given by y(t). (B) Reconstructed phase space from time
series in A given by s(t) with denoted points given by y(t). ϵ shows the radius of a ball
within which the number of nearest neighbours are chosen.
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1.5 Characterization of cell migration

With the advance of modern microscopic advancements, one has been able to track
the movements of single cells, amoeba, and unicellular organisms over long durations.
Similarly, it has been possible also to characterize the nature and movement of these
cells in detail using physical principles. Tracking immune cells like leukocytes in
tissues towards polarised cytokines generates noisy, biased directional cell tracks [159].
Upon low doses of EGF stimulation over a prolonged duration, epithelial cells undergo
migratory behavior [160]. Hence the activation of the EGFR-PTP system with EGF
stimulation provides a setup to identify and characterize the nature of migratory cell
modes. Stochastic models from physics are generally used to model cell movements.

Figure 1.16: Characterization of migratory modes - (A) Bias and persistence in
terms of cell migration - Relative bias angla denoted by β, persistence angle denoted by
τ , diffusing point source given by green dot black dots mark cell center over time; (B)
Different modes of migratory behaviour; (C) Ornstein-Uhlenbeck model of cell migration
using velocity vector ν as a function of measurable parameters. D represents diffusion and
ξ represents noise.

Previous studies have shown quantitative metrics of cell migration estimated from the
cell tracks, e.g., diffusion rate, cell velocity, persistence, directionality, and mean-square
deviation [161]. Persistence is defined as the capacity of the cell or an object to maintain
a direction of motion regardless of the changes in the environment (Figure 1.16 A).
The persistence time characterizes the average time between significant changes in the
direction of a cell’s translocation [162]. Similarly, directionality can be defined as the
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bias of the cell or object towards a particular location which a growth factor or cytokine
can provide. Conventionally a random walk-like behavior due to Brownian motion can
describe a random cell movement with no directionality and only diffusion propelled.
Such walks have been described using simple Langevin dynamics by modeling the velocity
of the cell as a function of the intrinsic properties of the cell for e.g., diffusion [163].
However, cell migration is a complex global phenomenon that needs to be characterized
by directed motion and direction changes upon signal changes.

Possible cases of cell migration (Figure 1.16 B) which may arise and needs to be
taken into account while characterizing the migratory behaviour are: (i) a completely
random walk with no persistence or directionality towards any source, (ii) a persistent
motion but with no directionality towards any source, (iii) a motion without persistence
but with directionality towards a source, (iv) a persistent and directional movement
towards a particular source. Often a mix of these three types is observed in real systems.

The Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) process has long been considered a popular model to
characterize such complex migratory motion of single cells or organisms [161]. The OU
process is a Gaussian, Markov process and was originally was used as a model for the
velocity of a Brownian object under external forces (Figure 1.16 C). The process can be
defined by the Langevin equation for the velocity vector ν:

dν(t)
dt

= − 1
τ

· ν(t) +
√

2D

τ
· (ξ(t) + b) (1.4)

where ξ(t) represents a white noise component, D is a diffusion coefficient
characteristic of a Brownian motion, τ is the persistence time and b is the bias of
the cell movement. The bias can be incorporated into such models as the direction of
the external stimuli. The diffusion and the persistence time parameters can be extracted
from the migratory tracks of the cells with the help of mean-square displacement (MSD)
and the velocity auto-correlation function (VACF) [164]. The behaviour of the MSD
and VACF has been shown to fit the following equations:

< x2(t) >= 2n · D · τ · (e− t
τ + t

τ
− 1) (1.5)

< v(t)v(0) >= nD

τ
· e− t

τ (1.6)

where Eqn. 1.5 is popularly known as the Furth formula and n is the space dimension.
Both Eqns. 1.5 and 1.6 describe the behaviour of average number of cells [164].
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1.6 Fluorescence microscopy as a tool for observing
receptor activity

While classical molecular biology methods and proteomic analysis provide knowledge
of the protein interactions, dynamics of signaling in single cells can be obscured in
the population behavior of cells. Fluorescence microscopy is an important tool for
studying dynamical processes in single living cells allowing for time-lapse imaging of
fluorescent-tagged proteins inside cells. It provides an insight into the dynamics of
signaling networks.

Fluorescence microscopy utilizes the photo-physical properties of fluorescent
molecules. When proteins are excited by a light source with high frequency, the
molecule’s electrons absorb photons from the light source and jump to the excited state,
as shown in the Jablonski diagram (Figure 1.17 A) [165]. It is a very fast process. A
fluorescent molecule, tagged to the protein, emits photons from its electrons when they
relax from an excited state (S1 or S2) to the ground state (S0). Initially, due to the non-
radiative process, the excited electron loses energy and falls to the sublevels of the first
excited state (S1). As the electron falls to the ground state S0, fluorescent emission takes
place. The energy of the emitted photon due to fluorescence corresponds to the energy
difference of the transition levels (Figure 1.17 A). Therefore, it is crucial to identify
the appropriate fluorescent proteins and reporters while designing the experiments. For
optimized imaging purposes, it is necessary to avoid spectral overlap, which may lead to
photo-activation or bleed-through from one channel to another.

For observing and quantifying receptor phosphorylation in live single cells, mainly
two fluorescent reporters are used on the EGFR (mCitrine) and the PTB domain
(mCherry) and ratiometric imaging is performed. Ratiometric imaging uses the ratio of
the intensity of emission of one fluorophore over the emission of the other fluorophore
to quantify the activity of the protein of interest (Figure 1.17 B) [166]. Shifting of
intensities due to protein interactions lead to change in intensity ratio.

To image the interactions of these proteins over long durations, multichannel time-
lapse confocal microscopy is used (Figure 1.17 C). Confocal laser scanning system can
provide high spatial data which has a point illumination system with a pinhole to focus
the light on the optimal plane of the cell. A detector is used to gather the emitted
fluorescent signal which has a pinhole to eliminate unwanted out-of-plane light signals.
Following the conclusion of imaging, single cell spatial and temporal data can be used for
image segmentation as well as cell tracking purposes. These results elucidate information
about the signalling systems.
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Figure 1.17: Confocal microscopy and ratiometric imaging - (A) Jablonski
diagram showing the excitation of an e− to a higher energy state (blue), internal conversion
via vibrational relaxation to the lowest S1 sub-level (green wavy lines) and fluorescent
emission (red); (B) Ratiometric imaging principle - Absorption and emission spectrum of
two fluorophores; (C) Schematic of how a confocal microscope works.

1.7 Research objectives

Information processing of varying external gradients of growth factors requires
maintenance of stability in the cellular responses along with simultaneously perceiving
new changes in the surroundings. Such stability in responses requires cellular memory
with respect to the signals the cell has previously sensed, but this should not hinder the
adaptability of the cell to changes in its environment. Thus, for cells to operate and
process information in a changing environment they must have the following features:
(i) polarization in the direction from which graded EGF signal is generated, (ii) robust
and rapid maintenance of the polarized state of EGFR phosphorylation longer than the
signal duration along with (iii) the ability to integrate multiple new EGF signals from
different spatial locations. Based on a formal description of a mechanism for information
sensing and processing, it is necessary to experimentally identify how the above features
are realized at the level of signaling networks.

I have set out to do this by probing the well-established spatially distributed EGFR-
PTP network in epithelial cells and demonstrated that a dynamic transient memory is
maintained in prolonged EGFR phosphorylation via a dynamical "ghost" of the attractor
of polarized signalling. This memory helps the cells in maintaining directional motility
as well as integrate novel signals in the environment. Hence I conclusively argue that
cells implement real-time computations without stable-states to navigate in changing
chemoattractant fields.
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2
Materials and Methods

2.1 Materials

2.1.1 Reagents and Instruments

Consumables, reagents, chemicals, and instruments were purchased from the following
suppliers, unless otherwise stated: Thermo Fisher Scientific, PAN Biotech, Lonza, Bio-
Rad, Carl Roth, Eppendorf, GE Healthcare, Invitrogen, Merck, Millipore, New England
Biolabs, Qiagen and Sigma-Aldrich. De-ionized sterile water, sterile solutions, and sterile
flasks were usually used for experiments.

2.1.2 Software and Resources

This thesis work was prepared using the Microsoft Windows 10 and 11 operating system
installed on a Lenovo V15 laptop and written in LaTex using Overleaf. Standard software
used for data analysis or visualization and data/text preparation include Python 3.8
(Anaconda), MATLAB (Mathworks), GraphPad Prism 7 (GraphPad Software), ImageJ
(National Institutes of Health), Inkscape (Open Source Software), Leica Application Suite
v3.3.0 (Leica Camera), Mendeley (Mendeley Ltd.), Microsoft Office Professional Plus
2016 (Microsoft corp.), PlotsOfData (https://huygens.science.uva.nl/PlotsOfData/),
Lasergene Molecular Biology (DNASTAR), xCellence (Olympus Microscope Systems)
and Millipore Microfluidic system software.
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2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Mammalian cell culture

MCF7 cells (sex: female, ECACC, Cat. No. 86012803) were grown at 37◦C and 5%
CO2 in Dulbecco’s Eagle’s medium (DMEM) (PAN-Biotech, Germany), supplemented
with 10% inactivated Fetal Calf Serum (FCS) (Sigma-Aldrich), 100 ng/ml L-Glutamine,
0.5 mg/ml non-essential amino acids, 100 µg/ml penicillin and 100 µg/ml streptomycin
(PAN-Biotech, Germany). MCF10A cells (sex: female, ATCC-CRL 10317) were grown
at 37◦C and 5% CO2 in Mammary Epithelial Cell Growth Basal medium (MEBM)
(Lonza Pharma and Biotech), supplemented with 5% Horse Serum (HS) (Invitrogen),
20 ng/ml EGF (Sigma-Aldrich), 0.5 mg/ml hydroscortisone (Sigma-Aldrich), 100 ng/ml
cholera toxin (Sigma-Aldrich), 10 µg/ml insulin (Sigma-Aldrich), 100 µg/ml penicillin
and 100 µg/ml streptomycin. Serum starvation was performed by culturing the cells
in the DMEM supplemented with 0.5% HS, 0.5 mg/ml hydrocortisone, 100 ng/ml
cholera toxin, 100 µg/ml penicillin and 100 µg/ml streptomycin. Both the MCF7 and
MCF10A cells were authenticated by Short Tandem Repeat (STR) analysis and did not
contain DNA sequences from mouse, rat and hamster (Leibniz-Insitut DSMZ). Cells were
regularly tested for mycoplasma contamination using MycoAlert Mycoplasma detection
kit.

2.2.2 Seeding

The cells were grown in culture until 80% confluence, after which they were detached and
seeded in new tissue culture flasks or Lab-Tek plates. The growth media was discarded,
cells were washed once with DPBS (PAN Biotech) and 100 µl Accutase (Sigma-Aldrich)
was added for detachment. After 10-15 min incubation at 37◦C, fresh growth media,
containing 10% FCS (for MCF7 cells) or 5% HS (for MCF10A cells), was added to the
cells and the cell density and viability was measured using a cell counter (Vi-CELL
XR Cell Viability Analyzer System). Finally, the cells were seeded with the desired
concentration in new tissue culture flasks or plates for experiments.

2.5x105 MCF7 cells were seeded per well in a 6-well Lab-Tek chamber (Nunc) for
the pulsed EGF (5 min-EGF), double-pulse (5+5 min EGF) and gradient EGF (1 h)
live cell experiments. For these experiments, following the transient DNA transfection
of the required plasmids, the cells were transferred to the CellASIC ONIX microfluidic
switching plate (M04S-03, Millipore) or to the CellASIC ONIX microfluidic gradient
plate (M04-G02, Millipore) in complete growth media for at least 5 h prior to serum
starvation. The cells were incubated with 100 µl Accutase for ∼10-15 min for gentler
detachment, after which they were spun down and concentrated to 10 million cells/ml,
as per the instruction’s manual. Finally, the cells were loaded and perfused using the
CellASIC ONIX Microfluidic Platform (Millipore).
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2x105 MCF7 cells and 1.5x105 MCF10A cell were seeded per well in extracellular
matrix coated 6-well Lab-Teks (Nunc) for the single cell migration experiments. For
migration experiments with gradient EGF stimulation, both MCF7 and MCF10A cells
were washed with DPBS and detached with Accutase and spun down to concentrate to
2 million cells/ml before being loaded in the M04-G02 microfluidic plates according to
the manufacturer’s instructions.

2.2.3 Transfection

Transient transfection was performed 24 h after seeding with a total of 1 µg (6-well dishes)
of cDNA using FUGENE6 (Roche Diagnostics) transfection reagent. For the receptor
activity measurement experiments, expression plasmids were used of EGFRmCitrine,
PTBmCherry and cCblBF P in the ratio of 4:3:4 by mass. All plasmids were generously
provided by Prof. P. I. H. Bastiaens, Max Planck Institute for Molecular Physiology,
Dortmund, Germany. Cells were incubated for 7-8 h to allow the expression of the
transfection proteins prior to serum starvation.

2.2.4 EGF stimulation

In-house fluorescently mono-labelled EGF 647 was used in the experiment to observe
its association with EGFR. The His-CBD-Intein-(Cys)-hEGF-(Cys) plasmid [[167]]
was kindly provided by Prof. Luc Brunsveld, University of Technology, Eindhoven.
Human EGF was purified from E. coli BL21 (DE3) and N-terminally labelled with
Alexa647-maleimide as described previously [reference] and stored in PBS at 20◦C in
Prof Prof. P. I. H. Bastiaens lab. Following transfection or seeding on the previous
day, the cells were serum starved with supplemented DMEM with 0.5% FCS (for MCF7
cells) or MEBM supplemented with 0.5% HS (for MCF10A cells) for at least 6 h before
EGF stimulation.

For the single pulse experiments, the MCF7 cells were seeded and starved in a
CellASIC ONIX microfluidic switching plate (M04S-03, Millipore). An EGF pulse
washout program consisting of a 5 min pulse of EGF 647 (20 ng/mL) followed by
continual perfusion with serum-free media for 65 min was delivered using the CellASIC
ONIX Microfluidic Platform (Millipore). For double pulse experiments this step was
performed per pulse, with an interval period of washout for 10 min.

For EGFR phosphorylation polarization experiments, 1 h gradient stimulation was
performed using a maximal concentration of 10 ng/ml EGF 647 which was passed through
a perfusion channel in the M04-G02 plates using the CellASIC ONIX Microfluidic
Platform (Millipore) and washed away subsequently for 3 h using serum-free media.

For the uniform stimulation migration experiment, incremental doses of EGF 647

diluted in serum-free medium (0, 2.5 ng/ml, 5 ng/ml, 10 ng/ml 15 ng/ml, 20 ng/ml
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and 100 ng/ml) were administered in separate wells of 6-well Lab-Tek plate and imaged
subsequently.

For the single gradient and multiple gradient migration experiments, gradient
stimulation was performed using a maximal concentration of 30 ng/ml EGF 647 and
washed away following stimulation using either serum-free media or EGFR inhibitor
solution.

2.2.5 EGFR activity inhibition

For a subset of the polarization and migration experiments EGFR phosphorylation
activity was inhibited using an ATP analog EGFR inhibitor Lapatinib (Lap) (Cayman
Chemical, Ann Arbor, MI), that inhibits the EGFR signal processes by binding to the
ATP-binding pocket of the receptor protein kinase domain. Lapatinib was solubilized
in DMSO (Thermo Fisher Scientific) to a stock concentration of 5 mM and stored at
-20◦C. The cells were treated with 1 µM or 3 µM of Lap following gradient stimulation
of EGF 647 for 1 h and 5 h respectively.

2.2.6 Reagents

Serum-free imaging media was prepared using DMEM without Phexedwith 25 mM
HEPES. For gradient quantification, 2.5 µM Fluorescein (Sigma Aldrich) was prepared
by diluting in serum-free imaging media (IM). For nuclear staining, 20 mM Hoechst
33342 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was diluted with DPBS to 2 µM working concentration
which was added to cells 30 min before imaging.

2.2.7 Confocal and wide-field microscopy

Confocal images were recorded using a Leica TCS SP8i confocal microscope (Leica
Microsystems) with an environment-controlled chamber (Life Imaging Services) main-
tained at 37◦C and HC PL APO 63x/1.2 N.A / motCORR CS2 water objective (Leica
Microsystems) or a HC PL FLUOTAR 10x/0.3 N.A. dry objective (Leica Microsystems).
mCitrine, mCherry and Alexa647 were excited with a 470-670 nm pulsed white light
laser (Kit WLL2, NKT Photonics) at 514 nm, 561 nm and 633 nm, respectively. BFP
and Hoechst 33342 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) were excited with a 405 nm diode laser.
The detection of fluorescence emission was restricted with an Acousto-Optical Beam
Splitter (AOBS): BFP (425-448 nm), Hoechst 33342 (425-500 nm), mCitrine (525-551
nm), mCherry (580-620 nm) and Alexa647 (655-720 nm). Transmission images were
recorded at a 150-200% gain. To suppress laser reflection, Notch filter 488/561/633 was
used whenever applicable. When using the dry objective for migration experiments, the
pinhole was set to 3.14 airy units and 12-bit images of 512x512 pixels were acquired in
frame sequential mode with 1x frame averaging. When using the water objective for
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polarization experiments, the pinhole was fixed (1.7 airy units) for all channels. The
Leica Application Suite X (LAS X) software was used.

Wide field images were acquired using an Olympus IX81 inverted microscope
(Olympus Life Science) equipped with a MT20 illumination system and a temperature-
controlled CO2 incubation chamber at 37oC and 5% CO2. Fluorescence and transmission
images were collected via a 10x/0.16 NA air objective and an Orca CCD camera
(Hamamatsu Photonics). Hoechst 33342 fluorescence emission was detected between
420-460 nm via DAPI filter, mCitrine fluorescence emission between 495-540 nm via
YFP filter and Alexa647 fluorescence emission between 705-745 nm via Cy5 filter. The
xCellence (Olympus) software was used.

2.2.8 Simulation of pulsatile EGF in EGFR-PTP system

Suprathreshold EGF pulses was simulated to estimate the responsiveness of phosphory-
lated EGFR and ligand-bound EGFR in critical organization of the subcritical pitchfork
bifurcation regime. The dynamics of the experimentally identified spatially-distributed
EGFR sensing network can be described using the following system of ordinary differential
equations:

d[EGFRp]
dt

= f1([EGFRp], [EGF − EGFRp], [PTPRGa], [PTPN2a], [EGFt])

d[EGF − EGFRp]
dt

= f2([EGFRp], [EGF − EGFRp], [EGFt])

d[PTPRGa]
dt

= f3([EGFRp], [EGF − EGFRp], [PTPRGa])

d[PTPN2a]
dt

= f4([EGFRp], [EGF − EGFRp], [PTPN2a])

(2.1)

The reaction terms are described in [92]. f1−4 are elaborately explained in Results
section 3.1. The parameter and variable values chosen for Equation 3.1 are written in
the below Table 2.1.

2.2.9 Pressure protocol for pulse experiments

The CellAsic Onix Microfluidic Platform (EMD Millipore) was used for EGFRmCitrine

phosphorylation experiments under pulse stimulations. The M04-S03 microfluidic
standard plates were primed for usage by flowing cell culture media through the
cell chamber for 5 min according to manufacturer’s instructions. For EGFRmCitrine

phosphorylation experiments upon single pulse of EGF stimulation, stimulation was
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EGFRt EGFt PTPRGt PTPN2t

0.8 0.05 1.27321 0.5
k1 k2 k3 k4

0.01 0.5 0.22 2.25
β1 β2 γ1 γ2

36.0558 1.60248 2.42625 0.061
γ3 α1 α2 α3

0.001 0.0017 0.3 1
kon koff ϵ KD

0.003 0.0016 0.01 5.56

Table 2.1: Parameter values corresponding to saddle-node bifurcation

established using CellASIC ONIX2 software as follows. (i) Pre-stimulus: Imaging media
was flowed from well groups 2 (CellAsic Onix Manual - www.merckmillipore.com/) at
high pressure (30 kPa) for 5 min. (ii) Pulse establishment: After closing well group 2,
pre-loaded EGF 647 (20 ng/ml) was flowed through well group 3 at high pressure (30
kPa) for 5 min (iii) Washout: After closing well groups 3, imaging media was flowed
from well groups 2 again at high pressure (30 kPa) for 5 min and maintained at low
pressure (7 kPa) for 80 min. For single gradient migration experiments, this protocol
was modified as follows: in step (iii), gradient maintenance was done for 285 min. In
step (iv), maintenance was at low pressure for 585 min. 30 ng/ml EGF 647 was used.
For EGFRmCitrine phosphorylation experiments upon double pulses of EGF stimulation,
two extra steps were added to the previous protocol inbetween (ii) and (iii) - revised
(iii) Inter-pulse washout: After closing well groups 3, imaging media was flowed from
well groups 2 again at high pressure (30 kPa) for 10 min and revised (iv) Second pulse
establishment: After closing well group 2, pre-loaded EGF 647 (20 ng/ml) was flowed
through well group 3 at high pressure (30 kPa) for 5 min.

2.2.10 Gradient establishment for polarization and migration
experiments

2.2.10.1 Polarization protocol

The CellAsic Onix Microfluidic Platform (EMD Millipore) was used for gradient cell
migration and EGFRmCitrine phosphorylation polarization experiments. The M04-G02
microfluidic gradient plates were primed for usage by flowing cell culture media through
the cell chamber for 5 min according to manufacturer’s instructions. For EGFRmCitrine

phosphorylation polarization experiments, 1 h gradient stimulation was established
using CellASIC ONIX2 software as follows. (i) Pre-stimulus: Imaging media was flowed
from well groups 3 and 4 (CellAsic Onix Manual - www.merckmillipore.com/) at low
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pressure (2.5 kPa) for 5 min. (ii) Gradient establishment: After closing well group 3,
pre-loaded EGF 647 (10 ng/ml) was flowed through well group 2 and imaging media
from well group 4 at high pressure (15 kPa) for 15 min (iii) Gradient maintenance: The
pressure was reduced to 10 kPa for 45 min. (iv) Washout: After closing well groups 2
and 4, imaging media was flowed from well groups 3 and 5 at high pressure (15 kPa)
for 15 min and maintained at low pressure (7 kPa) for 165 min. For single gradient
migration experiments, this protocol was modified as follows: in step (iii), gradient
maintenance was done for 285 min. In step (iv), maintenance was at low pressure for
585 min. 30 ng/ml EGF 647 was used. For polarization experiments with inhibitor, the
same protocol as for polarization experiments was used, except well group 3 and 5 were
filled with 1 uM Lapatinib solution and in step (i) well group 3 was kept closed. For
single cell gradient migration experiment with inhibitor, 3 uM Lapatinib was used.

2.2.10.2 Migration protocol

For migration experiments under subsequent gradient stimuli / gradient quantification,
the following changes in the steps were used: (ii) well group 2 with 30 ng/ml EGF 647

/ 2.5 uM Fluorescein was used. (iii) The gradient maintenance was done for 225 min.
(iv) Washout: serum-free imaging media was flowed from well groups 3 and 4 at high
pressure (15 kPa) for 15 min and maintained at low pressure (7 kPa) for 15 min. (v)
Second gradient establishment: After closing well group 3, EGF 647 (30 ng/ml) / 2.5 uM
Fluorescein was flowed from well group 2 and imaging media from well group 4 at high
pressure (15 kPa) for 15 min. (vi) The second gradient thus formed was maintained by
reducing the pressure to 10 kPa for 45 min. (vii) Washout: imaging media was flowed
from well groups 3 and 4 at high pressure (15 kPa) for 15 min and maintained at low
pressure (7 kPa) for 15 min. (viii) Third gradient establishment: After closing well
group 4, EGF 647 (30 ng/ml) / 2.5 uM Fluorescein was flowed from well group 5 and
imaging media from well group 3 at high pressure (15 kPa) for 15 min. (ix) The third
reversed gradient was maintained by reducing the pressure to 10 kPa for 225 min. (x)
Washout: imaging media was flowed from well groups 3 and 4 at high pressure (15 kPa)
for 15 min and maintained at low pressure (7 kPa) for 285 min.

2.2.11 Cell migration assays

For single cell migration experiments with uniform EGF 647 stimulation, 6-well Lab-Tek
plates were coated with collagen (Sigma Aldrich) in 0.1 M Acetic acid (Sigma Aldrich)
for MCF7 (100 µg/cm2) and Fibronectin (Sigma Aldrich) in DPBS (PAN Biotech) for
MCF10A cells (2 µg/ml). Coated plates were stored in incubator at 37°C overnight for
evaporation. Excessive media was removed and wells were washed with DPBS before
seeding cells. Gradient plates were respectively coated with the extracellular matrix
proteins before loading cells.
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2.2.12 Imaging

2.2.12.1 EGFR phosphorylation

Transfected MCF7-EGFRmCitrine cells transferred to M04G-02 gradient plates as
described above were incubated for at least 3 h, followed by serum starvation for
at least 6 h before imaging. Existing cell media was substituted right before imaging
with imaging media. Confocal imaging for multiple positions at 1 min time interval
using adaptive auto-focus system and the water objective was performed concurrently
during the duration of the experiment using the Leica TCS SP8i.

2.2.12.2 Single cell migration

For migration experiments under EGF 647 stimulation, confocal laser scanning microscopy
/ transmission imaging of live MCF7-EGFRmCitrine / MCF10A cells was done on a
Leica TCS SP8i or Olympus IX81 for multiple positions at 1 min, 2 min and 3 min time
interval respectively depending on the type of experiment and stage movement speed,
using the 10x dry objective for 14 hours.

2.2.13 EGF 647 / Fluorescein gradient quantification

To quantify the spatial extent of the EGF 647 / Fluorescein gradient, gradients were
generated following the protocol described in subsection 2.2.10 in plates without cells
or matrix coating. Confocal images of Alexa647 / GFP channel were acquired at 1
min interval. A rectangular region of interest (including the perfusion channels and the
culture chamber) was used to obtain an averaged pixel intensity profile using FIJI [168]
at each time point. This spatial profile was averaged across multiple experiments and
then scaled with the mean intensity value in the perfusion channel, which corresponds
to the applied EGF 647 / Fluorescein concentration.

2.2.14 Quantification of EGFRmCitrine phosphorylation in single
cells

To quantify plasma membrane EGFRmCitrine phosphorylation in live MCF7-
EGFRmCitrine cells, single cell masks were obtained from the EGFRmCitrine channel
at each time-point using FIJI [168]. All pixels within the obtained boundary were
radially divided into 2 segments of equal areas [92], and the outer segment was taken to
represent the plasma membrane. For the kymograph analysis, at each time point, the
plasma membrane segment was divided into 4 quadrants in anti-clockwise direction,
and each was divided into 5 spatial bins (Figure 3.3A). The fraction of phosphorylated
EGFRmCitrine in each bin, i was estimated as:
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EGFRi
p(t) = PTBi

P M(t)/(PTBT (t) − PTBendo(t))
EGFRi

P M(t)/EGFRT (t)
(2.2)

where PTBi
P M(t) and EGFRi

P M(t) are respectively the PTBmCherry and
EGFRmCitrine fluorescence at ith plasma membrane bin, PTBT (t) and EGFRT (t) -
respective total fluorescence in the whole cell, PTBendo(t) – the PTBmCherry fluorescence
on vesicular structures in the cytoplasm. Endosomal structures were identified from the
cytosol by intensity thresholding (1.5 × s.d. percentile) and PTBmCherry fluorescence
from these structures was subtracted from the PTBT (t), to correct for the PTBmCherry

fraction bound to the phosphorylated EGFRmCitrine on endosomes.
Temporal profile of the fraction of phosphorylated EGFRmCitrine on the plasma

membrane was obtained using:

EGFRp(t) =

∑︁20
i=1 P T Bi

P M (t)
(P T BT (t)−P T Bendo(t))∑︁20

i=1 EGF Ri
P M (t)

(EGF RT (t))

(2.3)

and then normalized as:

EGFRp(t) = EGFRp(t)− < EGFRp >t∈[0,5min]

maxt(EGFRp(t))− < EGFRp >t∈[0,5min]
(2.4)

with <> being the temporal average in the pre-stimulation interval t ∈ [0, 5min].
The fraction of liganded receptor was calculated using:

EGF − EGFR(t) = EGFP M

EGFRP M

(t) (2.5)

2.2.15 Method of classification of cell states

To classify single cells into non-activated, activated (polarized EGFRmCitrine phosphory-
lation) and pre-activated (uniformly distributed EGFRmCitrine phosphorylation) upon
gradient EGF 647 stimulation (Figure 3.4 A, B), the following method was applied.
To identify pre-activated cells, a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) was fitted to the
histogram of (EGFRi

p)t∈[0,5min] values from all the analysed cells, and the intersection
point between the two normal distributions was identified. If more than 30% of the
(EGFRi

p)t∈[0,5min] pixel intensity values for any cell lie above the intersection point,
the cell is classified as pre-activated. To distinguish between the non-activated and
activated cells in the remaining population, average EGFRmCitrine phosphorylation
value (EGFRp) per cell was estimated during the pre-stimulation (t ∈ [0, 5min]) and
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the stimulation period (t ∈ [5min, 65min]) (< EGFRp >t∈[0,65]) from the temporal
EGFRmCitrine phosphorylation profiles. Histogram of the respective EGFRp values
was again fitted with a GMM model. All cells with an average < EGFRp >t∈[0,65] value
lying below the intersection point were considered to be non-activated, whereas those
above - activated.

The average of the spatial projection of the fraction of phosphorylated EGFRmCitrine

from single-cell kymographs (Figure 3.4 E) was generated from the 20 (from total of
21 cells) that were polarized in the direction of the EGF 647 gradient. For each cell, a
temporal average of EGFRp per bin was calculated for the duration of the gradient
(t ∈ [5min, 65min]) and the bin with the maximal EGFRp value was translated to π.
The profiles were then smoothened using a rolling average with a window of 7 bins. The
resulting profiles were then averaged over all cells and mean±s.d. is shown.

2.2.16 Estimating memory duration in EGFRmCitrine phospho-
rylation polarization

The duration of memory in EGFRmCitrine phosphorylation polarization in single cells
was estimated from the temporal profile of the fraction of plasma membrane area with
high EGFRmCitrine phosphorylation during and after gradient removal (Figure 3.6). For
this, the single-cell kymographs were normalized to a maximal value of 1 using

EGFRi
p(t) =

EGFRi
p(t)− < EGFRp >t∈[0,5min]

maxt(EGFRp(t))− < EGFRp >t∈[0,5min]
(2.6)

yielding the value of phosphorylated EGFRmCitrine per bin i per time point t. Using the
mean of EGFRp +s.d. over the whole experiment duration as a threshold, all EGFRi

p(t)
lying above the threshold were taken to constitute the area of polarized EGFRmCitrine

phosphorylation. To account for different bin sizes, at each timepoint, the area of all
bins with EGFRp above the threshold was summed and divided by the respective total
cell area, yielding the temporal evolution of the fraction of polarized cell area (FPA)
(Figure 3.7). The end of the memory duration per cell was identified as the time point
at which FPAper−cell < (FPAaverage − s.d.) in 3 consecutive time points.

2.2.17 Quantification of morphological changes

Morphological changes of polarized cells were quantified using the solidity (Figure 3.9
B) of each cell at each time point and the directed protrusive area towards and away
from the gradient (Figures 1.14; 3.9 A). The memory duration in cell morphology was
calculated from the single-cell solidity profiles, and corresponds to the time-point at
which the solidity is below mean−s.d. estimated during gradient presence. The directed
cell protrusion area was estimated by comparing single cell masks at two consecutive
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time points. To reduce noise effects, the masks were first subjected to a 2D Gaussian
filtering using the filters.gaussian function from the scipy python package. Protrusions
were considered if the area change was greater than 10 pixels or 1.2µm2 per time point.
The front and the back of the cells were determined by identifying an axis that runs
perpendicular to the gradient and through the cell nucleus of the initial time point.
The directed cell protrusion area was then obtained using Aprot,front

Afront
− Aprot,back

Aback
. The

final profiles of directed protrusive area were smoothed using 1D Gaussian filtering
with the filters.gaussian_filter1d function from the scipy python package. For the
equivalent quantification from the simulations, the same procedures were applied without
an area threshold. The memory duration was estimated as the time point at which the
directed protrusive area crosses zero after the gradient removal. Methods and codes for
quantifying morphological changes were developed in-house by Robert Lott.

2.2.18 Quantification of single-cell migration

Single cell migration trajectories were extracted using Trackmate[169] in Fiji [168]
using Hoechst 33342 / transmission channel. From the positional information (x and
y coordinates) of individual cell tracks, quantities such as Motility, Directionality and
cos θ were extracted using custom Python (Python Software Foundation, versions 3.7.3,
https://www.python.org/) script written in-house . Directionality was calculated as
displacement over total distance and statistical significance was tested using two-sided
Welch’s t-test. To quantify the memory duration in directed single-cell migration, the
Kernel Density Estimate (KDE) from cos θ quantification in the continuous absence of
EGF 647 (uniform case, between 250 min-300 min) was compared with windowed KDE
(5 time points moving window) from the gradient migration profile, using two sided
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.

2.2.19 Modelling of cell migration

To quantify the motility patterns of MCF10A cells in absence, uniform or gradient
EGF 647 stimulation, we fitted the experimentally obtained single cell migration
trajectories using modified Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (mOU) [170] that is defined by
the Langevin equation for the velocity vector ν:

dν(t)
dt

= − 1
τ

· ν(t) +
√

2D

τ
· (ξ(t) + b(t)) (2.7)

where ξ(t) represents a white noise component, D is a diffusion coefficient
characteristic of a Brownian motion, τ is the persistence time and b(t) models the
contribution of the time-dependent bias. The experimental data was fitted to obtain
values of D and τ . In order to estimate D, Mean Square Displacement (MSD) was
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calculated from the single cell tracks using MSD(t) = <|xi(t) − xi(0)|2>, where xi(t)
is the tracked position of i-th cell in the 2D plane, <> is the average across all single
cell tracks, and |.| is the Euclidean distance [171]. To estimate D, the obtained MSD
profile was fitted with a linear function (= 4Dt). Goodness of Fit for the different
experimental conditions: 0ng/ml EGF 647, R2 = 0.975; for uniform 20ng/ml EGF 647

stimulation, R2 = 0.995. In order to estimate τ , Velocity Auto-Correlation Function
V ACF (t) = <νi(t) · νi(0)>, where νi(t) is the measured velocity of i-th cell at time t, was
fitted with a mono exponential function (= ϕ0 · e

−t
τ ). Goodness of Fit : for 0ng/ml

EGF 647 case - Standard Error Of Estimate SEOE = 0.0261; for uniform 20ng/ml

EGF 647 stimulation case, SEOE = 0.0570. Fitted values: for 0ng/ml EGF 647 case,
τ = 11.105, D = 0.425; for uniform 20ng/ml EGF 647 stimulation case, τ = 38.143,
D = 2.207; bias b(t) = 0.134.

2.2.20 Reconstructing state-space trajectories from temporal
EGFRmCitrine phosphorylation profiles

The state-space reconstruction in Figures 3.8 and 3.10 was performed using the method of
time-delay. For a time series of a scalar variable, a vector x(ti), i = 1, ..N in state-space
in time ti can be constructed as following

X(ti) = [x(ti), x(ti + τ), .., x(ti + (m − 1)τ)] (2.8)

where i = 1 to N − (m − 1)τ , τ is the embedding delay, m - is a dimension of
reconstructed space (embedding dimension). Following the embedding theorems by
Takens [155] and Sauer et al. [156], if the sequence X(ti) consists of scalar measurements
of the state of a dynamical system, then under certain genericity assumptions, the time
delay embedding provides a one-to-one image of the original set, provided m is large
enough.

The embedding delay was identified using the timeLag function (based on autocorre-
lation), the embedding dimension using the estimateEmbeddingDims function (based
on the nearest-neighbours method) [172], and the state-space reconstruction using
the buildTakens function, all from the nonlinearTseries package in R (https://cran.r-
project.org/web/packages/nonlinearTseries/index.html). Before state-space reconstruc-
tions, time series were smoothened using the Savitzky-Golay filter function in Python.
For Figure 3.8 D, τ = 26, de = 3; for Figure 3.10 D, τ = 50, de = 3.
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Results

3.1 Phosphorylation response of EGFR upon uni-
form EGF stimulation

Summarizing the previous studies [84, 92, 142], the dynamics of the regulatory network
of EGFR shown in Figure 3.1(A) shapes the phosphorylation response of EGFR to
chemokine growth factors like EGF. Autocatalytic amplification of ligand-induced
EGFR activation ensures robust receptor activation to extracellular signals as well as
amplification of spontaneous phosphorylation events in the absence of growth factors.
As the dimeric liganded EGFR fraction is increased upon EGF addition, it promotes
autocatalysis and activation of the monomeric one. The dephosphorylation or EGFR or
inhibition of activated EGFR is carried out by the phosphatases, which regulate the
phosphorylation of EGFR at their distinct localisations in the cell. The major PTPs
include PTPRG localised in the PM and PTPN2 localised in the ER. The essential role
of the EGFR-PTP interdependence thus underlines the importance of determining the
network motif of EGFR with each of its phosphatases. The reaction networks of the
motif can be written uniquely as:
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d[EGFRp]
dt

= EGFRt(α1 · ([EGFR] + α2 · [EGFRp] + α3 · [EGF − EGFRp])

− γ1 · [PTPRGa] · [EGFRp] − γ3 · [EGFRp] − kon · ([EGFRp]
+ [EGFR]) · [EGFfree] + koff · [EGF − EGFRp])

d[EGF − EGFRp]
dt

= [EGFRt] · (kon · ([EGFRp] + [EGFR]) · [EGFfree]

− koff · [EGF − EGFRp])
d[PTPRGa]

dt
= k1 · ([PTPRGi] − k2 · [PTPRGa] − β1 · [PTPRGa] · ([EGFRp]

+ [EGF − EGFRp]))
d[PTPN2a]

dt
= ϵ · (k4 · ([PTPN2i] · k3 − [PTPN2a] + β2 · [PTPN2i] · ([EGFRp]

+ [EGF − EGFRp]))) (3.1)

with
[EGFR] = ([EGFRt] − [EGFRp] − [EGF − EGFRp]); [PTPRGi] = ([PTPRGt] −
[PTPRGa]); [PTPN2i] = ([PTPN2t] − [PTPN2a]); and [EGFfree] = [EGFt] −
[EGF − EGFRp]

[EGF − EGFRp] is the phosphorylated ligand-bound dimeric EGFR,
[EGFRp] - ligandless phosphorylated EGFR, [EGFRt] - total amount of EGFR,
[PTPRGa], [PTPRGt] and [PTPN2a], [PTPN2t] - the active and total amount of
the membrane localized PTPRG and the ER-bound PTPN2, respectively. Both, the
receptor and the deactivating enzymes have active and inactive states, and the model
equations describe their state transition rates. Therefore, mass is conserved in the
system and the total protein concentrations of the three species ([EGFRt], [PTPRGt]
and [PTPN2t]) are constant parameters.

Autonomous, autocatalytic and ligand-bound-induced activation of ligandless EGFR
takes place with distinct rate constants α1−3, respectively. Other parameters are as
follows: k1−4 — activation/inactivation rate constants of the phosphatases, β1/β2

- receptor-induced regulation rate constants of PTPRG/PTPN2, γ1/γ2 - specific
reactivity of the enzymes (PTPRG/PTPN2) towards the receptor. The EGFR-PTPN2
negative feedback is on a time scale (ϵ) approximately two orders of magnitude slower
than the phosphorylation-dephosphorylation reaction, as estimated from the ∼ 4min

recycling time of EGFRp [92]. [EGFt] denotes the total ligand concentration. Ligand-
binding unbinding for low EGF doses has been modeled explicitly using kon, koff in
Eqns.3.1 [148]. All parameter values are described in Methods section 2.2.8.
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3.1 Phosphorylation response of EGFR upon uniform EGF stimulation

How a single cell responds to time-varying cues will depend on the system’s
organization in the parameter space (PTPRG/EGFR). The response dynamics exhibit
reversible but delayed phosphorylation relaxation when the system is organized close to
the bifurcation point, just outside the irreversible bistable region. In previous theoretical
work from the lab, it has been proposed that the memory that results from a "ghost"
attractor is a dynamic transient memory, and it will enable signal integration for
cell systems. I therefore performed stochastic simulations with suprathreshold EGF
signals using Eqns. 3.1 for the organization of the system before the Saddle-Node
(SN) bifurcation (Figure 1.12 B) to determine the duration and nature of the transient
memory. Dimensionless time has been converted to minutes by equating the EGFR
phosphorylation kinetics and duration in the simulations using the kinetic parameters
to the experimental values in [92]. An adaptive step-size function [173] is used to
mimic the 5 min EGF pulse. To model the contribution of random fluctuations in the
activity dynamics of the network elements, an additive noise term (ξ(t)) was added to
the PTPN2 term in the ODE system. ξ(t) is a Gaussian white noise with zero mean
and small autocorrelation. This noise term can incorporate both intrinsic and extrinsic
sources. To avoid negative values of the protein concentrations due to the introduced
stochasticity in the system, a custom-made adaptive step size algorithm [174] employed
to Euler integration scheme for solving the ODE system.

In Figure 3.1 B (left), upon a simulated 5 min EGF pulse (grey area), the system
jumps to a high EGFR phosphorylation state (blue line) along with a high fraction of
ligand-bound EGFR (red dashed line). Removal of the pulse immediately decreases
the ligand-bound fraction to the basal state. However, high EGFR phosphorylation
persists for a significant period. Following the prolonged EGFR phosphorylation, the
system converges back to the resting state and is susceptible to upcoming growth factor
stimuli. The simulations reveal that higher EGFR phosphorylation is maintained for
≈ 25 minutes after removal of EGF pulse (Figure 3.1(B) left). However, for a cell to
sense multiple time-varying signals, it is necessary to probe how the response is changed
and how is the transient memory affected by a concurrent arrival of new EGF pulses.
A subsequent EGF pulse is simulated within the duration of the transient memory 10
min after the first pulse (Figure 3.1 B right). Corresponding results show that with the
second pulse, the system revisits the high EGFR phosphorylation steady state from the
currently occupied narrow region of the metastable state. The system therefore senses
the second signal within the memory interval of it’s initial state and generates a memory
after the second pulse. The total duration of high phosphorylation was extended to
≈ 40 mins (Figure 3.1 B right). Our observation showed that the combined memory
duration of the two signals in this train of double pulses was longer than that of two
independent pulses. Thus the transient activity allows real-time signal integration via
temporal information storage while retaining responsiveness.
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3. Results

Figure 3.1: Phosphorylation response of EGFR to EGF - (A) Schematic of single
cell with the EGFR-PTP network shown as EGFR and PTPRG on the membrane diffuse
while the PTPN2 is localized on the ER of the cell. Activation of EGFR starts the
signaling cascade and spatial regulation occurs via the Rabs (B) Stochastic simulations of
the 5 min single pulse (left) and 5+5 min double pulse (right) in the EGFR-PTP system
organized at criticality showing transient memory in EGFR phosphorylation

To test these simulation results experimentally, we use well-established EGFR-
PTP network in engineered epithelial cells (Figure 3.1 A). MCF7 cells (human breast
adenocarcinoma cell line with mutations in PIK3CA gene encoding for the catalytic
domain of the PI3K complex) were cultured in the lab. Since MCF7 cells have low
endogenous EGFR expression (∼ 103 molecules per cell), these cells had EGFRmCitrine

ectopically expressed, which fell within the endogenous EGFR expression range of the
non-tumorigenic MCF10A cells (See Methods 2.2.3) [92]. Short 5 min EGF 647 pulse of
20 ng/mL concentration was administered to starved engineered MCF7-EGFRmCitrine

cells, followed by a quick washout with serum free IM. The fluorescently-tagged
phosphotyrosine binding domain of Shc (PTBmCherry) is recruited to the phosphorylated
tyrosines 1086/1148 of EGFR upon EGF stimulation (Figure 3.2 A). Thus, the
fraction of phosphorylated receptor (EGFRp) is determined by the rapid translocation
of PTBmCherry to the phosphorylated EGFRmCitrine at the plasma membrane (See
Methods 2.2.14). The fraction of ligand-bound receptors at the plasma membrane
was determined by (EGF 647/EGFRmCitrine) (See Methods 2.2.14 for normalizations).
Quantification of EGFR phosphorylation in single cells revealed that the phosphorylation
was maintained for ≈ 20 minutes after the pulse removal in the case of a single 5 min
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3.1 Phosphorylation response of EGFR upon uniform EGF stimulation

Figure 3.2: Temporal profiles of EGFR phosphorylation upon stimulation
with EGF pulses - (A) (Top) Scheme depicting translocation and binding of PTBmCherry

to EGFRmCitrine on the PM in presence of EGF 647. (Below) Exemplary single-
cell confocal images recorded in EGF 647, EGFRmCitrine and PTBmCherry channels
before, during and after stimulation with a single pulse of 20ng/ml EGF 647 for 5 mins
showing translocation of PTB to EGFR. (B) (Left) Quantification of EGFRmCitrine

phosphorylation in single-cell 5 min pulse experiments from n=14. Mean +/- SD (Right)
Quantification of EGFRmCitrine phosphorylation in single-cell double pulse experiments
from n=11. Mean +/- SD. Blue line shows average EGFR phosphorylation, red line shows
average EGF-EGFR. (C) (Left) Quantification of EGFRmCitrine on the membrane from
(B-left). (Right) Quantification of EGFRmCitrine on the membrane from (B-right). Mean
+/- SD. Green shaded areas show EGF 647 stimulation.

pulse (Figure 3.2 B left - blue). The rapid decay profile of the ligand-bound fraction
upon stimulus removal (Figure 3.2 B left - red) highlighted that the memory in receptor
phosphorylation is not due to the EGF binding to the EGFR receptors but resides in
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3. Results

the active monomers. A decrease of EGFR on the PM during the pulse duration was
also estimated (Figure 3.2 C left - red) which stabilized and remained at steady state
over time after EGF removal. This decrease of receptor level can be related to the
ligand-bound EGFR fraction which are unidirectionally endocytosed upon EGF binding.

In a second set of experiments, single cells were uniformly stimulated with two
consecutive pulses of EGF which were separated by an interval. When the cells were
stimulated with a second 5 min pulse of EGF (20 ng/ml), administered 10 min after
washout of the initial pulse, EGFR phosphorylation response was prolonged and lasted
≈ 40 minutes (Figure 3.2 B right - blue). The system retained the ability to sense the
upcoming signal while in the memory phase and eventually resetted to the basal level.
The ligand-bound fraction showed a rapid exponential decay upon each pulse removal
(Figure 3.2 B right - red). These experimental results were consistent with the simulation
outputs. Again quantification of the level of EGFRmCitrine on the membrane (Figure
3.2 C right - red) showed that the receptors levels are decreased from the membrane
after stimulation which indicates the system is pushed from the bistable state to the
monostable state. Receptors are recruited to the membrane on stimulation with EGF
but decay over time as the bound ones are degraded by the cell machinery.

3.2 Spatio-temporal phosphorylation response of
EGFR to gradient of EGF stimulation

To demonstrate experimentally whether cells maintain a memory of the direction
of encountered signals, MCF7 cells with ectopic expression of EGFRmCitrine were
subjected to a gradient of fluorescently tagged EGF 647 for an hour and imaged using
confocal microscopy. Cells were seeded in a microfluidic plate in which stable gradients
of EGF 647 are established and controlled through pressure and diffusion through a
perfusable channel of the chamber (Figure 3.3 A). Optimal flow conditions are described
in Methods 2.2.10. Gradient measurements with EGF 647 were found to be stable over
an hour and approximately linear in nature across the cell seeding chamber with a width
of 500 µm (Figure 3.3 B). Washout of gradient was quick and observed to be within
5 min. For the polarization experiments, a maximal amplitude of 10 ng/ml EGF was
used to pass through one of the channels. This mimics the physiological concentration
of EGF during human tissue secretions (0.4-20 ng/ml) [134]. Multichannel confocal
images were recorded for 4 h (240 min) at every 1 min interval.

To determine the direction of growth factor sensing by cells and the corresponding
polarization of the EGFR phosphorylation towards the EGF gradient, single cells were
masked as regions of interest (ROI) using EGFRmCitrine channel (Figure 3.4 A). The
masked cells are segmented and spatially divided into their plasma membrane and
the cytoplasm using the methods described in Section 2.2.14. The cell mask area was
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3.2 Spatio-temporal phosphorylation response of EGFR to gradient of EGF
stimulation

Figure 3.3: Setup of cell polarization experiments - (A) Schematic diagram of the
microfluidic gradient chamber with single cells seeded. Zoom in: single-cell measurables.
On stimulation with the gradient EGF 647, EGFR phosphorylation is estimated on the
membrane by the ratiometric method of PTBmCherry over EGFRmCitrine. Colorbar
denotes level of phosphorylation change on the PM. (B) The linear nature of the gradient
is identified at time point 60 min over the length of the gradient chamber. Maximal EGF
concentration of 10ng/ml was used and the quick washout at time point 65 min is verified
by the red line. Mean±s.d., N=4.

divided circularly into two equal areas and the outer area was defined to be the plasma
membrane. The PM was then divided radially into 20 equal segments, and the EGFR
phosphorylation amount was quantified in each radial segment using Eqn. 2.2. The
EGF signal for each cell was quantified from ≈ 10 pixels area from the outer segmented
cell contour.

To investigate whether the phosphorylation of EGFR in single cells polarizes towards
the gradient direction, EGFRmCitrine phosphorylation on the plasma membrane in single
cells was estimated (Figure 3.4 A). The experiments demonstrated that on an average,
most cells responded to the external EGF 647 gradient. Among all the single cells
observed across seven independent replicates, only a few cells showed basal or symmetric
EGFRmCitrine phosphorylation upon gradient stimulation (Figure 3.4 B). Fluorescent
intensity from background corrected confocal images was utilized to characterize varied
EGFRmCitrine expression in single cells. The EGFRmCitrine phosphorylation in the
cells were plotted using kymographs. Kymographs are space–time plots which display
intensity/measured values of a variable along a predefined path over time. The circular
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3. Results

Figure 3.4: Quantification of spatial-temporal phosphorylation dynamics of
EGFR upon EGF gradient stimulation - (A) Representative images/overlay of
EGFRmCitrine (cyan) and PTBmCherry (magenta) prior to (0min), during (30min) and
after (200min) MCF7-EGFRmCitrine cells were subjected to 60min EGF-647 gradient.
Columns: non-activated (blue), transiently polarized (green) and uniformly pre-activated
(yellow). Scale bar: 15 um. (B) Distribution of single-cell responses corresponding to A,
N=7 wherein cells are broadly classified into 3 categories. Single cells undergoing activation
in EGFRmCitrine phosphorylation upon EGF gradient stimulation were subdivided into
“transient” (light green) and “permanent” (dark green) based on the activity profiles of the
single cells over the duration of the recording of experiments. (C) Exemplary single-cell
kymographs depicting polarized EGFRmCitrine phosphorylation. Data was acquired at
1 min intervals in live MCF7-EGFRmCitrine cells subjected for 60 min to an EGF 647

gradient of source concentration 10 ng/ml. Top: Averaged EGF signal sensed across the
outer periphery of cell over the duration of the static EGF gradient. Single cell kymograph
shown from n=20, N=7. Green/red lines: stimulus presence/absence. (D) Average profile
of the spatial EGF signal at the outside periphery of single cell contours as sensed by
single cells over the duration of the EGF signal. For each cell temporal average per spatial
bin is quantified and the final spatial profile was estimated via a smoothing Guassian
function. Peaks of single cell EGF gradient distributions were shifted to π before averaging.
Mean +/- SD from n=18, N=7 are shown. (E) Average profile of the spatial projection of
the fraction of phosphorylated EGFRmCitrine from single-cell kymographs. For each cell,
temporal average per bin is calculated, and the final spatial profile was estimated as an
average of Gaussian smoothened profiles. Peaks of single-cell distributions were shifted to
before averaging. Mean +/- SD from n=20, N=7 is shown.
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3.2 Spatio-temporal phosphorylation response of EGFR to gradient of EGF
stimulation

PM was radially divided into equal bins (marked from 0-2π) (Figure 3.3 A - zoomed
inset) and EGFR phosphorylation on the PM was plotted over time. The EGF 647

gradient signal sensed by each of the cells was spatially mapped across the immediate
outer boundary of the masked cell contour in Figure 3.4 C (top) (See Methods in
Section 2.2.10). The kymograph plotted in Figure 3.4 C shows an exemplary cell
where the EGFRmCitrine phosphorylation is polarized upon gradient stimulation and the
polarization is shown to persist for a transient period even after removal of the external
gradient. The spatial polarization of EGFRmCitrine phosphorylation was observed for
gradients of EGF 647 as shallow as 10% between the front and back of the cell. The
maximal EGF 647 gradient sensed by the single cells have been estimated and plotted
across the cell membrane contour (Figure 3.4 D). It was observed that the average
receptor phosphorylation across the PM of most of the cells polarized in the direction of
the maximal EGF 647 gradient (Figure 3.4 E).

The average EGFRmCitrine phosphorylation amount on the PM of the cells before
and during the stimulation with EGF 647 gradient correlated with the EGFRmCitrine

expression levels. The receptor phosphorylation levels of single cells were mapped
to the receptor expression amounts in the single cells. Single cell phosphorylation
estimates < EGFRp >0,65mins which fell below a threshold were classified as ’Inactive’
cells. The exemplary kymograph of an inactive cell (Figure 3.5 A) shows basal EGFR
phosphorylation across the membrane. Calculation of threshold for each cell was
performed using Gaussian Mixture Models (Explained in Methods section 2.2.15).
MCF7-EGFRmCitrine cells with continuously high symmetric receptor phosphorylation
across the membrane even before stimulation were termed as ’Preactivated’ cells
(Figure 3.5 B). Kymograph of a preactivated cell shows high phosphorylation without
any polarization all over the membrane (Figure 3.5 B). ’Activated’ cells (shown in
green in Figure 3.5 C and kymograph in Figure 3.4 C) showing characteristic high
< EGFRp >0,65mins upon EGF 647 gradient reported EGFRmCitrine expression in-
between inactive (blue) and preactivated cells (yellow). These cells were characterised
by prolonged polarization in receptor phosphorylation even upon gradient removal. Cells
with high EGFRmCitrine expression on the PM revealed higher average phosphorylation
values (< EGFRp >0,65mins) as compared to cells with lower receptor expression levels
(Figure 3.5 C). The results indicated the significance of abundance of receptor levels
found in single cells during the sensing of extracellular growth factor gradients. Cell-cell
variability in EGFR expression level affects the responsiveness of the system.

3.2.1 Identification of memory in EGFR phosphorylation po-
larization

From the kymographs, the polarization in EGFRmCitrine phosphorylation on the PM of
activated cells was found to persist for a transient time even after complete washout of
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3. Results

Figure 3.5: EGFR dependent spatial-temporal distribution of phosphorylated
EGFR upon EGF gradient stimulation - (A) Additional exemplary single-cell
kymograph depicting non-activation and as such non-polarization of EGFR-mCtrine
phosphorylation upon stimulation with EGF gradient. (B) Single-cell kymograph
depicting uniformly pre-activated EGFR-mCtirine phosphorylation even before stimulation
with EGF gradient. Activity is shown not to be polarized in such cases. (C) An
experimental bifurcation scatter plot showing the clustering of all single cells when the
total EGFRmCitrine phosphorylation before and during the EGF gradient stimulation in
single cells was plotted against the expression of EGFRmCitrine molecules on the plasma
membrane of the cells. Colours denote the cell classification in Figure 3.4 A,B. Mean +/-
SD across both axes from individual clusters from N=7.

EGF 647 gradient. The washout was quick and occurred within 5 min indicated by red
profile in Figure 3.3 B which proved that the high phosphorylation levels are not due
to the presence of residual EGF in the chamber. In parallel, it was verified from the
temporal profile of the ligand-bound EGFRmCitrine on the PM (EGF −EGFR) (Figure
3.6 A) estimated using Eqn. 2.5. EGF −EGFR is normalized similar to phosphorylated
EGFRmCitrine in Eqn. 2.3. The temporal profile of EGFRmCitrine phosphorylation
(EGFRp) from single cells showed duration of memory in receptor phosphorylation to be
similar to the memory from single pulse experiments (Figure 3.6 A,B). Thus, a systemic
approach utilizing the fraction of polarized cell area on the membrane was employed to
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3.2 Spatio-temporal phosphorylation response of EGFR to gradient of EGF
stimulation

investigate memory in the polarization of the EGFRmCitrine phosphorylation (Figures
3.6 C, 3.7).

Figure 3.6: Estimation of memory duration in polarization of EGFR phos-
phorylation - (A) Temporal profile of EGFRmCitrine phosphorylation and EGF-EGFR
(ligand bound fraction) corresponding to the single cell in Figure 3.4 A. (B) Quantification
of memory duration in single cells (median + C.I.) from the temporal activity profiles of
phosphorylated EGFRmCitrine. (C) Average fraction of polarized plasma membrane area
from single cells undergoing activation Mean +/- SD. n=20, N=7. (D) Quantification of
memory duration in single cells (median + C.I.) from the fraction of polarized area in
single cells.n=20, N=7. (E) Scatter plot showing the distribution of memory duration from
the temporal profiles of single cells activated by EGF 647 gradient against the expression
levels of EGFRmCitrine on the PM of the cells.n=20, N=7.

The fraction of polarized cell area (FPA) for all the masked single cells was
estimated from thresholded normalized kymographs of EGFRmCitrine phosphorylation
(See Methods section 2.2.16) (Figure 3.7). The end of the memory duration per cell was
identified as the time point at which FPAper−cell < (FPAaverage − s.d.) in 3 consecutive
time points. Most of the cells from Figure 3.7 revealed polarization upon EGF gradient
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Figure 3.7: Temporal profiles of fraction of polarized area of activated cells
upon stimulation with EGF gradient - Temporal profiles of the estimated fraction
of polarized area for single cells. Green shaded area: EGF gradient duration. The mean
+/- SD shown in Figure 3.6 A. n=20, N=7.

with a high FPA value which persisted for a transient period upon EGF removal. The
average transient memory duration in polarization of EGFRp persisted was ≈ 40 min
after the gradient removal (Figure 3.6 D). This observation showed that the single cells
initially positioned in a homogeneous basal activity state breaks through the symmetrical
state when stimulated with a stable gradient of growth factor and polarizes towards the
direction of stimulus. Such polarization is retained by the cells to maintain a front and
back polarity for a significant period even upon the removal of the stimulus.

Comparison of single cell memory duration estimated from the EGFRp temporal
data with the EGFRmCitrine expression on the PM revealed a positive correlation
between the amount of receptors and the memory (Figure 3.6 E). A higher number of
EGFRs on the PM brings the system closer to the bifurcation regime and as such the
memory duration scales with EGFR amount. Thus, a critical and balanced number
of receptors are required to be maintained on the PM for cells to incorporate both
the symmetry breaking mechanism as well as exhibit memory in polarization. The
result experimentally validates the theoretical prediction of cellular polarization and
information processing via the dynamical PB mechanism.

3.2.2 Reconstruction of state-space trajectory from temporal
EGFR phosphorylation

The trajectory in state space from the reaction-diffusion simulations of the EGFR-PTP
system described the change of state of the cellular system when plotted in 3 dimensions
(Figure 1.13 D). It was conjectured that the temporal memory in polarization of EGFRp

was caused due to transient trapping of the signaling state trajectory in state space.
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Such transient trapping indicated the presence of metastable “ghost” states wherein
the system is maintained away from time-invariant steady states. To identify whether
the transient memory observed in polarization of EGFRmCitrine phosphorylation results
from a metastable state it is necessary to reconstruct the state-space trajectory from
our experimental data. Transient trapping of the trajectory indicated the presence of
metastable “ghost” states wherein the system is maintained away from time-invariant
steady states.

Taken’s delay embedding theorem (See Introduction section [155, 156]) was utilized
to verify the presence of such a metastable state experimentally, from a single observable.
Using the delay embedding theorem, the state space trajectory was reconstructed from
the measured single-cell temporal EGFRmCitrine phosphorylation profile (Figure 3.8
A). Optimal values of the time delay (τ=26) and the embedding dimension (m=3)
were identified from the autocorrelation function (Figure 3.8 B) and the False Nearest
Neighbourhood algorithm (Figure 3.8 C) (See Methods section 2.2.20 for details). The
reconstructed phase space trajectory shows when the cells are stimulated with EGF
gradient (depicted by thick line), the system jumps from a basal state (purple cloud) to
a polarized state (cyan cloud). As the EGF is removed the trajectory (thin line) travels
through a region in state-space and returns to the initial basal state. It was observed
that the memory phase (magenta cloud) was characterized by the trajectory getting
trapped in a state-space area distinct than that of the polarized and basal steady states
(Figure 3.8 D). This experimental observation along with previous theoretical predictions
corroborates that the memory in EGFRmCitrine phosphorylation polarization emerges
from a saddle node of a pitchfork bifurcation (SNP B) “ghost” that maintains the system
away from the steady states.

3.2.3 Observation and estimation of memory in cell morphol-
ogy

Quantification of confocal images reveal EGFRmCitrine phosphorylation polarization
resulted in subsequent cell shape changes directed towards the EGF 647 gradient (Figure
3.4 A). Although the memory in EGFRmCitrine phosphorylation polarization do not
result from a stable, steady-state, it was observed that this memory effectively helps
in maintaining a polarized cell shape even after the gradient removal. In order to
quantify the phenotypic changes, the morphological differences of the polarized cells
were quantified using two parallel methods – 1) the solidity measurements of each cell at
each time point and 2) the directed protrusive area towards and away from the gradient
(Figure 3.9 A). The solidity (σ) is the ratio between the cell’s area Acell and the area of
the convex hull, which fits the cell Aconvex. The memory duration in cell morphology was
calculated from single-cell solidity profiles and corresponded to the time point at which
the solidity is less than a threshold mark (mean-S.D.) estimated during the gradient
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Figure 3.8: State-space reconstruction from experimental observables using
Taken’s delay embedding theorem - (A) Exemplary temporal profile of EGFRmCitrine

phosphorylation (EGFRp) corresponding to the single cell in Figure 3.4 C- used
for reconstruction of state-space. (B) Optimal delay indicated by blue arrow from
autocorrelation of EGFRp. Inset: p-value of autocorrelation function plotted against
the embedding delay for identification of proper embedding time delay value (= 26).
(C) Estimation of appropriate embedding dimension based on false nearest-neighbours
method (=3). (D) Corresponding state-space trajectory with denoted trapping state-spaces
(arbitrarily coloured - basal - purple, memory - magenta, polarized - cyan). Thick/thin
line: signal presence/absence, d – embedding time delay.

presence (Figure 3.9 B). The directed cell protrusion area was estimated by comparing
filtered single-cell masks at two consecutive time points. The memory duration was
estimated as the time point when the directed protrusive area crosses zero after the
gradient removal (See Methods section 2.2.17 for details).

The memory of the polarized cell morphology was reflected through the exemplary
temporal evolution of the cell protrusion area in the direction of the gradient (Figure 3.9
A), and it was found to be ≈ 43 mins for the exemplary cell shown in Figure 3.4 C. In
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general, the cells were found to have an average duration of memory in the polarized cell
morphology which directly corresponds to the average memory duration in the fraction
of polarized cell area (Figure 3.6). This result shows that the transient memory in
signaling is directly translated in the phenotypic cell shapes (Figure 3.9 B).

Figure 3.9: Quantification of changes in cell shapes during polarization - (A)
Exemplary quantification of morphological changes, directed cell protrusion area, for the
cell in Figure 3.4(A). Memory duration indicated by the blue arrow was found to be 43
min. (B) Averaged single-cell morphological changes (Solidity, mean+/- SD). Average
memory duration was found to be 40 min (blue arrow). Top insets: representative cell
masks at distinct time points. Green shaded area: EGF 647 gradient duration; green/red
lines: stimulus presence/absence. Custom morphological analysis was developed in-house
by Robert Lott.

3.2.4 Inhibition of EGFR phosphorylation results in loss of
memory in phosphorylation polarization

To examine whether the memory in cell morphology indeed is regulated on the level of the
receptors, we probed the EGFRp response experimentally after inhibiting the EGFRs
with a kinase inhibitor, Lapatinib (Lap.) [175]. Lapatinib is a small molecule drug that
inhibits the EGFR phosphorylation within a few minutes by binding to the ATP-binding
pocket of the receptor protein kinase domain, thus preventing self-phosphorylation of
EGFR and subsequent activation of the signal transduction mechanism.

Similar to the previous polarization experiments, cells were seeded in the microfluidic
plates and treated to a stable gradient of EGF 647 for an hour. During washout of
the gradient, the cells were supplied with a homogeneous solution of Lapatinib (1
µM) of physiological concentrations. As demonstrated in the exemplary single-cell
kymograph, the phosphorylation response decays rapidly upon the receptor inhibitor
addition (Figure 3.10 A). It results in an evident absence of transient memory in
EGFRmCitrine phosphorylation polarization. This observation is sustained also across
many cells as shown in Figure 3.10 B. Loss in polarized cell shape was also observed
(Figure 3.10 C). Moreover, the absence of memory is reflected in the reconstructed
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Figure 3.10: EGFR phosphorylation response upon EGFR inhibition - (A)
Exemplary single-cell kymograph depicting phosphorylated EGFRmCitrine for data
acquired at 1 min intervals in live MCF7-EGFRmCitrine cell subjected to 60 min EGF
gradient, and 3 h after gradient wash-out with 1 µM Lapatinib. (B) Average temporal
profiles of plasma membrane EGFRmCitrine phosphorylation of live MCF7-EGFRmCitrine

cells subjected to 60 min EGF gradient, and 3 h after gradient wash-out with 1 µM
Lapatinib. Mean +/- SD from n=9, N=2 is shown. (C) Average solidity in MCF7-
EGFRmCitrine cells subjected to experimental conditions in (A, B). Mean +/- SD from
n=9, N=2 cells. (D) Top: Exemplary profiles of phosphorylated EGFRmCitrine (black)
and ligand bound fraction EGF-EGFRmCitrine (grey) in live MCF7-EGFRmCitrine cells
subjected to the experimental conditions in (A, B). Bottom: Corresponding reconstructed
state-space trajectory with state-space trapping (arbitrary colouring - in Figure 3.8 D). d
– embedding time delay = 50 min. Green/red lines: stimulus presence/absence; brown
lines: inhibitor presence.

state-space trajectory, from the corresponding EGFRp, which smoothly transits from a
polarized to a basal activity state, without the transient state-space trapping in-between
that was the characteristic for the memory state emerging from the dynamical “ghost”
(Figure 3.10 D). It showed the absence of trapping in state-space observed in Figure
3.8 D. These results therefore show that the memory in EGFRmCitrine phosphorylation
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3.3 Memory in EGFRp and cell shape is translated to memory in directed
migration towards localized source

polarization is maintained on the level of the receptors and it also enables memory in cell
shape. A possible mechanism could be the autocatalytic nature of the EGFR molecules,
which gets self-activated and thus helps in maintaining the memory of the previously
experienced EGF signal. Loss of autocatalysis due to EGFR inhibition disrupts the
dynamical modes of the receptor network and results in the loss of memory.

3.3 Memory in EGFRp and cell shape is translated
to memory in directed migration towards local-
ized source

According to the working hypothesis, operating in the SNP B vicinity enables sensing
dynamic gradients, and translates this information to directed migration. To
experimentally investigate whether the transient memory in cell polarization has
implications on the phenotypic fate of the cell, we analyzed the motility features
of the engineered MCF7-EGFRmCitrine cell line and the wild-type (WT) MCF10A

cells. Although EGF-induced migration have studied extensively, optimal dosage of EGF
concentration for efficient migration have been missing. So we stimulated the cells with
EGF doses ranging from low concentration like 2.5 ng/ml to saturating concentration of
100 ng/ml.

For this single epithelial cells were seeded in 6-well Lab-Teks coated with respective
extracellular matrix proteins (fibronectin for MCF10A and collagen for engineered
MCF7) and subjected to uniform stimulation of varying EGF concentrations separately
(See Methods section 2.2.11). The filtered single-cell movements was imaged and recorded
for 14 h. Divergence plots of single cell tracks showed random migratory behavior upon
EGF stimulation (Figure 3.11). However, the distance covered during the random
movement was shown to be increasing with higher EGF doses (Figure 3.11 B,D). The
individual single cell velocities reflected the increase in the random motion for increasing
concentrations of EGF (Figure 3.12 C,D). Affect of extracellular matrix was also shown
to play a role in the increase of velocity of cell migration (Figure 3.12 A,B) on uniform
stimulation with 20ng/ml EGF.

To find the optimal EGF concentration along with optimal matrix coating for efficient
cell migration, single-cell trajectories were tracked using the Hoechst 33342 fluorescent
signal (used to demarcate cell nuclei) or the transmission channel. Physical quantities
including ’Motility’ and ’Directionality’ were estimated from the positional information
(x and y coordinates) of individual cell tracks. ’Motility’ was defined as the percentage
of single-cell tracks with track length greater than a threshold estimated from cell
displacement. The directionality measure, which was defined as the ratio of displacement
between initial and final positions over distance traveled by individual cells, showed that
the cells’ movement was random in nature. The motility estimates from cell tracks were
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Figure 3.11: Single cell migration assays - Characterization of MCF-EGFRmCitrine

and MCF10A single-cell migration. (A) Divergence plots depicting MCF7-EGFRmCitrine

single-cell trajectories quantified, left: 14 h of 0 ng/ml EGF (subset of n=207 from n=426
is shown, N=2); and right: 14 h of uniform 20 ng/ml EGF stimulation (subset of n=200
from n=456 is shown, N=2). (B) Similar experiments and plots for MCF10A WT cells.
Left: n=245, N=3; and right: n=297, N=3. Black dots denote end of tracks.

utilized to determine the most favourable extracellular matrix coating concentration for
the cell migration assays. For MCF7-EGFRmCitrine cells, 100µg/cm2 collagen coating
concentration (Figure 3.13 A) and 20 ng/ml EGF 647 (Figure 3.13 C) was observed to
be optimal conditions for efficient migration. For MCF10A cells 2 µg/ml fibronectin or
1:500 dilution (Figure 3.13 B) along with 15 ng/ml EGF 647 was found to be optimal.

Both WT MCF10A and engineered MCF7-EGFRmCitrine cells reported similar
concentration of EGFR receptors on the cell membrane and similar binding affinity
to EGF ([92]). However additional phenotypic quantification using velocity and
directionality measures showed similar migratory features as well (Figure 3.14 A,B). The
population behaviour of both the cell lines were found to be equivalent under absence of
EGF and under uniform stimulation with 20 ng/ml with the median values showing no
significant differences.
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Figure 3.12: Identification of chemoattractant doses using velocity of single
cells - (A) Identification of optimal collagen coating concentration for single-cell migration
assay for MCF7-EGFRmCitrine cells on the basis of velocity of single cells under stimulation
with uniform dose of 100 ng/ml EGF. (B) Similar to (A) identification of optimal
fibronectin coating concentration for single-cell migration assay for MCF10A cells. (C, D)
Identification of EGF dose for single-cell migration assay for MCF7-EGFRmCitrine (left)
and MCF10A (right) cells.

3.3.1 Migrating cells display directional memory of recently
encountered signals

To check whether the transient memory in EGFRmCitrine phosphorylation polarization
is translated into memory of directional migration and whether cells can sense dynamic
gradients we established first a gradient whose slope changes over time. In particular we
created a EGF 647 gradient that was linearly distributed within the width of the chamber
(500 µm), ranging between 25-0 ng/ml (Figure 3.15 A). However, this was dynamic
in time as well. The gradient steepness was progressively decreased in a controlled
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Figure 3.13: Identification of optimal conditions using motility measures - (A)
Identification of optimal collagen coating concentration for single-cell migration assay for
MCF7-EGFRmCitrine cells. Percentage of cell having motility greater than a displacement
threshold ((Number of cell tracks with track length greater than threshold/ Total number
of cells)·100) is shown. (B) Similar to (A) identification of optimal fibronectin coating
concentration for single-cell migration assay for MCF10A cells. (C, D) Identification of
EGF dose for single-cell migration assay for MCF7-EGFRmCitrine (left) and MCF10A
(right) cells.

manner, rendering an evolution towards a 50% shallower gradient over 5 h (Figure 3.15
B). The gradient washout after 5 h was observed to be quick within 5 min, thus giving
an accurate degree of control over the experimental conditions ensuring no remnant EGF
levels inside the cell chamber. Single cells seeded on microfluidic plates were subjected
to this 5 h dynamic gradient of EGF 647. Automated tracking of single-cell motility
trajectories similar to the uniform migration experiments was performed for the entire
duration of the imaging (14 h).

The migration tracks demonstrated that both the unperturbed MCF10A cells as well
as the engineered MCF7-EGFRmCitrine cells sensed the dynamic gradient and migrated
in a directional manner towards the EGF 647 source (Figure 3.16 A,B). Moreover, we
observed that the directed migration of the single cells in the gradient chamber persisted
for a transient period towards the source even after complete gradient washout. This
observation indicated that cells retain the ability to maintain a memory of the location
of previously encountered growth factor signal. Following the memory phase, the cells
transited to a migration pattern which resembled the motility behaviour of cells without
any stimulus. Compared to the uniform stimulation experiments, induced directed
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Figure 3.14: Evidence of directional memory cross cell-lines - (A) Comparison
of velocity (displacement/time) distribution of single cells in MCF7-EGFRmCitrine and
MCF10A single cell migration during 14 h absence (0 ng/ml; MCF7 – n=207, N=2 and
MCF10A – n=245, N=3) or uniform 20 ng/ml EGF stimulation (MCF7 – n=200, N=2
and MCF10A – n=297, N=3). Error bars: Median +/- 95% CI. (B) Comparison of
directionality (displacement/distance) distribution of single cells in MCF7-EGFRmCitrine

and MCF10A single cell migration during 14 h absence (0 ng/ml; MCF7 – n=207, N=2
and MCF10A – n=245, N=3) or uniform 20 ng/ml EGF stimulation (MCF7 – n=200,
N=2 and MCF10A – n=297, N=3). Error bars: Median +/- 95% CI.

Figure 3.15: Single cell gradient migration experimental setup - (A) Quantifica-
tion of 5 h dynamic EGF gradient at distinct time-points followed by gradient wash-out
after 5 h. Different colors indicate gradient slope at different time points. Red line indicates
washout. (B) Corresponding quantification of the temporal evolution of the gradient slope.
Percentage of gradient steepness: [EGF(0) – EGF(L)]/EGF(0)×100 where L is the length
across the chamber. Mean +/- SD from N=4 is shown.

migration was observed in both the cell lines in the gradient experiments, although the
overall migration distance was lower due to lower duration of stimulation with EGF.
Quantification of single cells’ motion from the gradient experiments showed that the
directionality was significantly higher during the gradient stimulation (5 h) as compared
to the no – or uniform stimulation cases in both the cell lines (Figure 3.16 C). Moreover,
the directionality estimated in the 9 h time-frame after the gradient removal was greater
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Figure 3.16: Single cell gradient migration assays - (A) Divergence plots depicting
MCF7-EGFRmCitrine single-cell trajectories quantified, 5 h during (green) and 9 h after
(red) dynamic EGF gradient duration (n=26, N=7). (B) Similar divergence plots as in
(A) for MCF10A cells (n=23, N=5). Black dots denote end of tracks. Insets capture
long length cell tracks. (C) Directionality in MCF10A single cell migration during 14
h absence (0 ng/ml) or uniform 20 ng/ml EGF stimulation; 5 h dynamic EGF gradient
(green) and 9 h during wash-out (red; n=23, N=5). P-values: ***p≤0.001, two-sided
Welch’s t-test. Error bars: Median +/- 95% CI.

than the one in continuous stimulus absence, corroborating that the cells transiently
maintain memory in directed migration (Figure 3.16 C) thus increasing the directionality.

3.3.2 Quantification of memory in directed motility

The motility results suggest that epithelial cells direct their motion according to the
external dynamic signal’s position and maintain temporal memory to preserve the
directed motility transiently after the washout of the dynamic gradient. To verify this
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observation and systematically find the duration of this memory in directional migration,
we used the cell’s relative turning angles (θ) estimated along the direction of the gradient
source, i.e., the EGF 647 flow channel, as a measure of the cells’ directional motion. At
each time point, the coordinates of the center of the cell were tracked using Trackmate
[169], and the projection of the cells’ relative turning angles (cos(θ)) estimated along the
gradient direction (π) was mapped and temporally profiled (Figure 3.17 A) (See Methods
section 2.2.18 for details). The cos(θ) values or the straight-line projection towards
the gradient, initially distributed around 0, approached 1 during gradient stimulation,
and were temporally maintained after gradient removal before slowly decaying again to
around 0. Similar temporal profiles of cos(θ) were also drawn for migration experiments
with no- and uniform stimulation cases. Distribution of cos(θ) values around 0 were
observed to be a vital characteristic in stimulus absence (Figure 3.17 B) or during
uniform stimulation (Figure 3.17 C), although the spread of the distribution around 0
varied between individual cases. Higher variance reflecting non-directionality of cells
was noticeable for uniform stimulation experiments.

Figure 3.17: Estimation of single cells’ relative turning angles - (A) (Left)
Scheme of single-cell turning angle estimation (costheta) from the cell migration trajectories
at individual time points. (Right) Overlay of a migrating MCF10A cell with the schematic
of estimation of θ with respect to the direction of the gradient; (B) Average costheta from
single MCF10A cell trajectories (mean +/- SD), estimated over a 2 min interval upon
absence of EGF stimulation (0 ng/ml; n=245, N=3). (C) Similar to (B) upon uniform
stimulation with 20 ng/ml of EGF (n=297, N=3).

The characteristic temporal evolution of cos(θ) was crucial in estimating the duration
of memory in directional motility in the gradient migration experiments (Figure 3.18
A). To estimate the temporal interval in which cos(θ) was approximately distributed
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around one after gradient removal, we tested whether the kernel density distribution
estimate (KDE) of cos(θ) from all the analyzed single cells at each time point is
statistically different to the characteristic KDE in the absence of stimulus employing a
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test. Calculating the similarity between the KDEs shows
that the distributions of cos(θ) during the gradient series and the no-stimulus case
approach each other only ≈ 50 min after the gradient was washed out (Figure 3.18 A
bottom). Additionally, the calculated similarity between the cos(θ) KDE distributions
during the gradient (5 h) and the 50 min memory period further corroborated this
finding (Figure 3.18 B(green and blue)). The average memory phase in directional
motility thus corresponds to the time in which the memory in polarized EGFRmCitrine

phosphorylation and single-cell shape is maintained (Figure 3.4, 3.6,3.9). The outcome
demonstrates that memory in directed cell migration is likely resulting from the memory
in receptor polarization that emerges from the SNP B "ghost" or metastable state. It
indicates that the metastable signaling state is translated to a stable prolonged migration
response after the gradient removal.

Figure 3.18: Single cells display directional memory of recently encountered
signals - (A) Top: Projection of the cell’s relative turning angles (mean +/- SD; n=23,
N=5) during (green shaded) and after 5 h dynamic EGF gradient. Green/red lines:
stimulus presence/absence. Bottom: Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test p-values depicting
end of memory in directional migration (blue arrow, t=350 min). Each KS test p-value
estimated using 5 consecutive time points moving window. (B) Kernel density estimates
(KDE) of the distributions in (A)-Top and Figure 3.17 B, in continuous EGF absence (grey),
during 5 h dynamic EGF gradient (green), after gradient wash-out: t ∈ [300min, 350min]
(blue) and t ∈ [350min, 840min] (red). P-values: ***, p≤0.001, ns: not significant, KS
test.

3.3.3 Inhibition of EGFR results in loss of memory in direc-
tional migration

To validate the link between the memory in polarized receptor activity observed, WT
MCF10A cells were treated with Lapatinib (Lap.) during the gradient washout similar to
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the previous polarization experiments with the inhibitor. In the polarization experiments
we showed that the addition of 1 µM Lap. inhibited the formation of memory in
EGFRmCitrine phosphorylation polarization caused by an EGF 647 gradient with a
source concentration of 10 ng/ml. Hence for the gradient migration experiments with
an EGF 647 source concentration of 30 ng/ml, a Lap. concentration of 3 µM was chosen
to satisfy the linearity change in concentrations. In the MCF10A gradient migration
assay, cells directly switched to a migration pattern described by the cos(θ) of cell
migration in absence of EGF (Figures 3.11 A, 3.17 B) upon uniform gradient washout
with Lapatinib (Figure 3.19 A). Thus, loss in directional motility was observed. The
phenomenon was evident when the directionality estimates after gradient removal for
the inhbitor treated cells were compared with directionality of cells exhibiting memory
in directional motility (Figure 3.19 B). This result conclusively demonstrates that the
memory in the EGFR phosphorylation polarization is translated into the memory in the
directional motility through the spatio-temporal EGFR regulation on the cell membrane.
It indicated that the transient memory arising from a metastable "ghost" signaling state
is a core dynamical feature underlying transient memory in directional motility, which
cannot be explained with slow relaxation kinetics in receptor dephosphorylation.

Figure 3.19: Absence of directional memory on treatment with receptor
inhibitor - (A) MCF10A single-cell trajectories quantified 5 h during (green) and
9 h after (brown) dynamic EGF gradient (green shading) wash-out with 3 µM Lapatinib.
n=12, N=5. (B) Directionality in single-cell MCF10A migration after gradient wash-out
with (brown, n=12, N=5) and without Lapatinib (red, n=23, N=5). P-values: **p≤0.01,
ns: not significant, KS test. Error bars: Median +/- 95%CI.
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3.4 Characterization of cell migration tracks using
modified Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process

It is crucial to identify what kind of motion cells exhibit in order to understand the
cellular motility on stimulation with chemoattractants. To investigate and characterize
the varied motility patterns observed in the cell migration assays, we used the Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck process, originally used to describe the motion of a Brownian object/particle
under an external force. The experimentally obtained single unperturbed MCF10A cell
migration trajectories were fitted using a modified Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process [146].
The Langevin equation defines the modified Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (mOU) for the
vector ν, which describes the velocity of a single cell using a motility coefficient and a
random component of the motion. The expression can be written as:

dν(t)
dt

= − 1
τ

· ν(t) +
√

2D

τ
· (ξ(t) + b(t)) (3.2)

where ξ(t) represents a white noise component, D is a diffusion coefficient
characteristic of a Brownian motion, τ is the persistence time and b(t) models the
contribution of the time-dependent bias. The fitted values for D and τ can be
obtained from the mean-square displacement (MSD) and velocity autocorrelation (VACF)
functions of the tracked cells.

3.4.1 Characteristics of single cell migration in dynamic gra-
dients

The experimental single MCF10A migration tracks data from the no- and uniform
stimulation case of 20 ng/ml EGF was fitted to obtain values of D and τ . For 0
ng/ml EGF stimulation, fitted values are: D = 0.425, τ = 11.105. For 20 ng/ml EGF
stimulation, fitted values are: D = 2.207, τ = 38.143. The bias value depicting the
direction of EGF in the gradient migration experiments was fitted to the gradient
migration tracks and found to be (0,0.134). The extracted motility parameters were
then used to generate synthetic single-cell trajectories. In absence of any stimulus, the
simulated divergence plot of the cell tracks resembled a random walk (RW) process
(Figure 3.20 A). The corresponding cos(θ) distribution showed a mean value of 0 over
time with high variance indicating non-directionality of cellular motion (Figure 3.20
C). For simulation of tracks with uniform stimulation with EGF, a persistent random
walk (PRW) with higher persistence time was observed (Figure 3.20 B). The cos(θ)
distribution from the PRW again resembled non-directionality with high variance (Figure
3.20 D). The single cell migration during the presence of the growth factor gradient was
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process

Figure 3.20: Identification of nature of single-cell migration - Synthetic single-
cell trajectories (A) Random Walk (RW) (n=50), (B) Persistent Random Walk (PRW)
(n=50). Parameters: for RW - τ = 11.105, b(t) = 0, D = 0.425, and for PRW - τ = 38.143,
b(t) = 0, D = 2.207. (C, D) Average cosθ from synthetic cell trajectories (mean +/- SD)
estimated over a 2 min interval from (A) and (B) respectively equivalent to experimental
quantifications in Figure 3.17 B,C.

symbolized by a biased PRW (PBRW) wherein the bias indicated the direction of the
source of the EGF (Figure 3.21 A). Extending the bias duration during the interval of
the experimentally observed memory phase i.e. 50 min after the washout of the gradient
thus simulating a time dependent bias (PB(t)RW) was able to reproduce the transient
persistent motion after the gradient removal (Figure 3.21 C,D). The directionality
estimates of the synthetic single cell tracks were extracted from a sample of repeated
simulations and it was observed to be equivalent to the directionality calculations from
the WT MCF10A migration assays (Figure 3.21 B). The corresponding cos(θ) temporal
profiles were shown to be comparable with their experimental counterparts.

The gradient migration with the receptor inhibitor washout was recapitulated
synthetically using the mOU process by assuming the duration of the bias to be
equal to the duration of the gradient of EGF (Figure 3.21 E,F). Altogether, these results
demonstrate that single epithelial cells transiently maintain memory of the previous
signal location and thereby display directed motility equivalent to that in the presence
of the gradient characterized by PBRW, before reverting to a completely random walk
migration pattern. Thus, the motility features of the single cell migration on chemokine
stimulation can be understood using a modified Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process.
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Figure 3.21: Characterisation of gradient migration using mOU process -
(A) Representative in silico single cell trajectories for Persistent Biased Random Walk
(PB(t)RW) where bias is a function of time (n=50). Parameters: τ = 38.143, b(t) = 0.134,
D = 2.207 for t ∈ [0 min, 350 min] (green, blue), τ = 11.105, b(t) = 0, D = 0.425 for t ∈
[350 min, 840 min] (red). (B) Corresponding directionality estimates from n=50 samples
of RW, PRW and PB(t)RW. P-values: ***p≤0.001, two-sided Welch’s t-test. Error bars:
Median +/- 95%CI. (C) Projection of the synthetic cells’ relative turning angles (mean
+/- SD; n=50) during EGF gradient (green shaded), memory period (blue line) and after
5 h dynamic EGF gradient. Green/red lines: stimulus presence/absence. (D) Kernel
density estimates (KDE) of the distributions in (C) similar to Figure 3.18 B. (E) Synthetic
single cell trajectories generated when PBRW is considered only in the time frame during
gradient duration mimicking the experimental data in Figure 3.19 A. (F) Same as in (C)
but changed parameters to mimic inhibitor case in (E). Parameters:: τ = 38.143, b(t) =
0.134, D = 2.207 for t ∈ [0 min, 300 min] (green), τ = 11.105, b(t) = 0, D = 0.425 for t ∈
[300 min, 840 min] (brown). Brown line: inhibitor presence.
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Figure 3.22: Experimental implementation of changing chemoattractant fields
- Dynamic spatio-temporal growth factor field implemented in the experiments using
microfluidic chambers. Quantification of a 15 h dynamic EGF gradient field at distinct
time points. Mean ± SD from N=3 is shown. Green and orangish yellow/red: gradient
presence/absence.

3.5 Single cell navigation in changing growth factor
fields

From the combined results of the previous experiments, we have been able to conclude
that single cells when stimulated with complex external signals are able to sense the
direction of the signal via the membrane receptors, undergo symmetry breaking and
polarize in the direction of the extracellular signals, and more importantly maintain
such activity states even upon removal of external signal, thereby manifesting a form
of molecular memory at the level of the receptor activity polarization. This transient
memory, arising from the trapping of the cell system in a metastable “ghost” near
the vicinity of the stable steady states as predicted from the theoretical description,
translates to a transient memory in directional migration of single cells. Such phenotypic
behaviour forms a core dynamical feature of the cellular sensing via receptor networks.
To investigate how this transient molecular memory enables cells to sense and navigate
in dynamic spatio-temporal growth factor fields, a systemic approach using multiple
gradients was implemented.

3.5.1 Molecular working memory enables cells to navigate in
dynamic chemoattractant fields

Since the memory in EGFR phosphorylation polarization and thereby memory in
directional motility emerges from a dynamically metastable state, it has been proposed
(See Dissertation by Akhilesh P. Nandan) that the system senses and quickly respond to
subsequent chemical cues that vary both in space and time. Even if cells are subjected
with new signals within the memory phase, cells can sense the novel signals and
accordingly adapt the duration of EGFR phosphorylation polarization and subsequently
directional motility, rendering history-dependent response in a changing environment.
Experimentally, complex fields were tested and an optimal sequence of dynamic time-
varying gradients was chosen to input in the simulation study (Figure 3.22). The field was
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generated by a sequence of signals, starting with a dynamic 4 h gradient whose steepness
changed over time, followed by a second 1 h static gradient from the same direction,
that after an equivalent disruption period of washout was followed by a third dynamic
4 h gradient from the opposite direction to the initial two gradients. The sequence of
signals was controlled and established using the automated microfluidic machine and
quantified using Fluorescein (See Methods sections 2.2.10, 2.2.13 for details). To test
whether the identified memory enables optimal cellular navigation in such a complex
environment, where the signals are disrupted as well as changing in space and time,
simulations of cell tracks were performed using the mOU process with fitted parameters
(Methods section 2.2.19). Subset of simulated cell tracks in Figure 3.23 A- shows the
response behaviour of cells under time-varying gradients. Despite the memory in cell
polarization and subsequently in migration, cells remained responsive and adapted the
duration of directional migration when presented with a second static gradient from the
same direction, and subsequently prioritized the third, newly encountered signal with
opposed orientation. Unperturbed MCF10A cells seeded in the gradient microfluidic
plates were also subjected to the changing growth factor field for experimental validation.
A divergence plot (Figure 3.23 B) highlighted the migratory profile of the tracked single
WT MCF10A cells under the influence of such a complex field. The MCF10A cells
sensed the initial dynamic gradient field and migrated in the direction of the largest
chemoattractant concentration, maintaining the directionality even when the signal was
temporally disrupted.

The memory of the previously encountered signal localization enabled maintaining
robust directional migration even when the signals were washed away, while still
remaining sensitive to the newly emerging signals in the environment. The temporal
memory in directional migration as well as the continuous adaptation of the MCF10A

cells to novel cues was also reflected in the projection of the cell’s relative turning angles.
Corresponding temporal evolution of the projection (cos(θ)) from simulations (Figure
3.23 C) and the experiments (Figure 3.23 D) revealed that the cells also rapidly adapted
their orientation when sensing the third signal with opposite localization. Such a dynamic
memory which enables information of previous signals to be temporally maintained
while retaining responsiveness to upcoming novel signals and thereby manipulate the
stored information, in neuronal networks, is described as a working memory. These
results demonstrate that single cells navigate in changing gradient fields by utilizing
a molecular mechanism of working memory that is an intrinsic feature of the receptor
tyrosine kinase networks namely, the EGFR network.
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Figure 3.23: History-dependent single cell migration in complex field - (A)
Representative in silico single cell trajectories for Persistent Biased Random Walk
(PB(t)RW) where bias is a function of time (n=30). Parameters: τ = 38.143, b(t)
= 0.134, D = 2.207 for t ∈ [0 min, 360 min] (green, blue), τ = 38.143, b(t) = - 0.134,
D = 2.207 for t ∈ [360 min, 615 min] (yellow, blue), τ = 11.105, b(t) = 0, D = 0.425
for t ∈ [615 min, 840 min] (red). (B) Divergence plots depicting MCF10A single-cell
trajectories quantified during migration in dynamic EGF gradient field shown in Figure
3.22. N=12, N=5 (C) Projection of cells’ relative turning angles (cosθ) depicting their
orientation towards the respective localized signals from simulation (n=30). (D) Same as
(C) from experimental data. Mean ± SD from n=12, N=5 is shown.
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Discussion

Essential cell migration has been shown as a coupled process of signaling events caused by
PI3K and Rac1 mediated activation of Rho-GTPases by EGF-induced EGFR activation.
In recent years, studies of the coupling interactions of EGFRs with the phosphatases
have revealed a central EGFR-PTP network responsible for sensing and responding to
extracellular EGF concentration [92, 84]. Although EGFR’s phosphorylation regulation
has been understood reasonably well, its role in processing spatial and temporal cues over
time and optimal cellular migration as a response is essential in the real-time computation
of single cells in complex environments. Under physiological conditions, a mechanism
of cell polarization and migration using the dynamical symmetry breaking description
of Subcritical pitchfork bifurcation (SubPB) has been proposed (See Dissertation by
Akhilesh P. Nandan) [146], which can account for robust and rapid processing and
maintenance of information from extracellular cues. The dynamical advantages of such
a system arises from metastable states. In this thesis, the main objective was to reveal
and verify the presence of such a metastable state in cell polarization and migration
using the EGFR-PTP network motif.

4.1 Molecular mechanism of transient memory in
cell polarization

How EGFR responds to EGF stimuli depends on the PTPRG/EGFR abundance
ratio at the PM of cells, i.e., the sensing and processing of the system depends on
its positioning in parameter space [92, 142]. Optimal growth factor sensing of non-
stationary signals has been identified to occur in the vicinity of the saddle-node (SN)
bifurcation point, i.e., at criticality (Figure 1.12) where features like switch-like amplified
activation and reversibility are presented [147, 142]. The dynamics of temporal EGFR
phosphorylation responses at criticality on stimulation with EGF pulses show that
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cells process and integrate time-varying signals using metastable states rather than
time-invariant steady states. This results in maintenance of transient high EGFR
phosphorylation even after signal removal (Figures 3.1, 3.2). Upon directed stimulation
of cells with low physiological concentrations of EGF gradients, robust and rapid
polarization of receptor phosphorylation occurs (Figures 3.4, 3.5). A temporal transient
memory is realized on a molecular level by storing information about the direction
of previously encountered signals through the maintenance of a prolonged polarized
phosphorylation state of receptor tyrosine kinases (Figure 3.6). The short memory is
highlighted in the maintenance of the polarized cell shape with a defined ’front’ and
’back’ towards the EGF gradient (Figure 3.9). Loss of memory in cell polarization
upon addition of an EGFR inhibitor (Figure 3.10 A) results in a loss in polarized cell
shape (Figure 3.10 C), which shows the importance of EGFR activity at the PM in
regulating cellular memory in directional migration. This emphasizes that the geometry
of cell membranes is tightly coupled with the signal processing capability of a cell that
interprets its environment. Thus, to interpret the external gradient of EGF effectively a
single cell reshapes its PM by polarizing the receptor activity in the direction of the
gradient. The polarized cell morphology can persist due to stabilization by downstream
protein reactivity, which in turn could be influenced by the geometry of the PM [26].

The activation mechanism triggering EGFR phosphorylation across the membrane
includes EGFR activation of the ligand-bound dimers via trans-phosphorylation, along
with the autocatalytic, autonomous, and ligand-bound induced activation of the
unliganded EGFR (Section 1.2.1) [92]. Thus, initiation and signal propagation within
the EGFR population can occur even in the absence of stimulus via the unliganded
EGFR molecules. It has been shown in recent studies that under stimulation with
suprathreshold EGF doses, unliganded EGFR undertakes a different trafficking route
than the liganded EGFR upon activation at the PM and internalization. EGF-
bound EGFRs are marked with ubiquitination tags and unidirectionally trafficked
for lysosomal degradation. Transient stimulation with EGF doses has revealed the
importance of the trafficking route of the unliganded receptor, which rapidly recycles
to repopulate the PM. The recycling of the unliganded EGFR upon transient pulse
stimulation results in prolonged phosphorylation on the PM due to the triggering of
the autocatalytic mechanism of EGFR activation [84]. The unliganded EGFRs can get
trans-phosphorylated in a transient complex by another unliganded receptor - comprising
the autonomous or autocatalytic activation, or by an EGF-bound receptor that promotes
the autocatalysis at a low dose. The basis for such phosphorylation propagation through
autocatalytic EGFR activation is most likely the phosphorylation of the regulatory
Y845 in the kinase activation loop, which stabilizes the active conformation of the
receptor. This could be established by direct autophosphorylation in transient receptor
complexes or by indirect phosphorylation via Src that is in turn activated by EGFR.
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A double negative ROS-mediated EGFR-PTP feedback determines the ultrasensitive
lateral phosphorylation propagation mechanism.

EGFR and PTP molecules are distributed across the PM, maintaining a critical
balance [92]. PTPs are spatially localized in cellular compartments, i.e., PTPN2 in the
ER, which does not diffuse, while PTPRG on the PM is free to diffuse with distinct
constant. EGFR molecules on the PM occupy three distinct mobility states, free,
confined, and immobile, with the occupations of the free and immobile states decreasing
and increasing significantly after EGF stimulation [102]. In such a scenario, there could
be two possibilities by which the cell can be organized in the critical organization of
receptors and exhibit polarization features. One possibility is due to the heterogeneity in
the EGFR signaling activity in the direction of the signal [86]. Upon directed stimulation
with an external EGF gradient, higher ligand-binding effectively takes place on the side
of the cell, sensing greater EGF molecules. Ligand-bound EGFRs are internalized and
trafficked through the vesicles thus increasing the vesicular trafficking at one end of
the cell. EGF-EGFR dimers can amplify the phosphorylation response of the recycled
monomers on the PM in the direction of the stimuli. Effectively the signaling activity of
EGFR is polarised towards the chemoattractant gradient. A second possibility by which
cell polarization can arise is due to the nonuniform amount of EGFRs on the PM, which
are free to sense the dynamic signal. While the EGF-EGFR dimers are unidirectionally
internalized and trafficked for degradation, diffusion of unliganded EGFRs across the
PM and recycled unliganded receptors can occur towards the gradient source for sensing
the dynamic cue. As a consequence, a disparity in the distribution of EGFRs on the PM
can arise, leading to an asymmetrical distribution of phosphorylated receptors on the
membrane. Our preliminary investigation suggests it is likely via the former mechanism
of EGFR activity as the number of receptors on the PM over time was estimated to
be uniformly distributed. However, more detailed studies need to be performed for
verification purposes. Thus an external gradient translates to an internal gradient within
the cell, establishing a cell polarity towards the EGF source. Hence, when treated to a
directional stimulus, a cell in a basal state breaks through the homogeneous symmetrical
state to respond robustly and rapidly and attains a polarized state. This polarized state
persists transiently even after removal of the external gradient and can translate to a
memory in directional migration.

Such persistent motion requires continuous sensing of EGFRs along with corre-
sponding polarization in EGFR phosphorylation. High levels of autonomous EGFR
phosphorylation promote the phosphorylation of Akt via PI(3,4,5)P3-enriched membrane
domains present at the PM. Phosphorylated Akt promotes vesicular recycling of EGFR
generating positive feedback due to the autocatalytic nature of EGFR phosphorylation.
An Akt-dependent EGFR recycling on the PM is promoted, which maintains further
sensitivity to EGF and maintains a migratory mode of the cell by keeping an adequate
number of receptors at the PM [137, 160]. Upon EGF gradient washout, the recycled
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monomeric EGFRs can amplify and maintain high phosphorylation via autocatalysis,
as described earlier. Such a mechanism can provide the molecular basis for persistent
memory in the directional motility of single cells in gradient-driven systems.

4.1.1 Dynamical model of cell polarization using SubPB mech-
anism

The polarized state has been shown to maintain even upon EGF removal due to the
trapping of the trajectory in a region in the state-space, i.e., a transient memory. The
mechanism of transient memory reported in this thesis is realized on a molecular level
by storing information about the direction of previously encountered signals through
the maintenance of a prolonged polarized phosphorylation state of receptor tyrosine
kinases. Previously, the features of a saddle-node (SN) bifurcation ’ghost’ were related
with the emergence of dynamic memory crucial for processing time-varying signals
[142]. It has now been conjectured that if the cell polarization network, i.e., the EGFR
network is poised at criticality, i.e., the parameters correspond to an organization before
a subcritical pitchfork bifurcation (SubPB) where a PB is stabilized through SNP B, and
the dynamical characteristics of both the bifurcations are uniquely manifested to render
memory of the polarized state as well as plasticity in the responsiveness to dynamic
spatial-temporal signals. The system’s dynamical behavior was quantitatively studied
by analyzing the evolution of the phase space trajectories in relation to the changes
in the geometry of the underlying phase space (described by the system parameters)
as a function of the gradient stimulus (See Dissertation by Akhilesh P. Nandan) [146].
Quasi-potential landscapes (See section 1.3) in Figure 4.1 describe energy-like levels
associated with the states [142]. The EGF gradient induces a shift from the unpolarized
state described by the homogeneous fixed point to the inhomogeneous state (IHSS)
stabilized through the SNP B (Figure 4.1 A [Top left]). The IHSS signifies the symmetry-
broken polarized state, which underlies a mechanism of robust cell polarization (Figure
4.1 A [Top right]). Upon removal of gradient stimulus, due to the closeness of the
nullclines [142] the system persists in a polarized state before returning to the basal
level. Dynamically, the prolonged polarized state emerges for the organization of the
EGFR network at criticality, where a slow-escaping remnant from the attractor state or
a dynamical "ghost" is generated (Figure 4.1 A [Top middle]). The "ghost" metastable
state maintains the EGFR system away from the steady-state, suggesting that in
living cells, the information about the previous signals is encoded in the transient
state-space trajectories rather than the steady states of the protein interaction network.
Experimentally, we have shown that cellular sensing and processing of dynamic signals
describe the dynamical mechanism of SubPB where the PB confers the polarization
features. In contrast, the metastable state from the SNP B "ghost" allows for the memory
of the polarized state and thereby capability for temporal signal integration. Such
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4.2 Memory in directional motility of cells

features arise when EGFRs on the PM are maintained at a critical expression level
(Figures 3.5 C; 3.6 E).

Figure 4.1: Dynamical mechanism of memory formation - (Left) Schematic
bifurcation diagram depicting EGFR activity steady states with respect to system
parameter, in the absence of EGF signals. (Right) Schematic bifurcation diagram depicting
EGFR activity steady states with respect to system parameter, in the presence of EGF
gradient. Stable/unstable steady states (solid/dashed lines): unpolarized (homogeneous,
black) and polarized (inhomogeneous, dark cyan) EGFR activity. SNP B: saddle-node
bifurcation through which pitchfork bifurcation (PB) is stabilized. (Below) State-space
transitions via a quasi-potential landscape depicting transition from a homogeneous steady
state to a symmetry broken polarized state. Metastable state generated while transitioning
back from polarized to homogeneous state with system poised at criticality.

4.2 Memory in directional motility of cells

Single cells within tissues and organisms rely on sensing local gradient cues, which are
irregular, conflicting, and changing over time and space. However, a robust mechanistic
validation for the generation of persistent directional migration when signals are disrupted
while still remaining adaptive to external signal localization changes has not yet been
shown. Processing of time-varying signals with a metastable state equips the system with
unique features, which include allowing the cell to temporarily maintain the signaling
state from the past. Thus a disrupted signal, e.g., in complex tissues, can still maintain
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a proper receptor phosphorylation response. Such a transient memory in receptor
phosphorylation have been demonstrated to guide directed migration in section 3.3.1.
The two cell-lines, engineered MCF7-EGFRmCitrine and WT MCF10A, with similar
expression levels of EGFRs on the membrane [92], exhibit similar phenotypic behaviour
in their motility (Figure 3.14 A,B). Consequently, they provided us with a setup to
test and compare the migratory features upon stimulation with EGF gradients. Our
single-cell migration experiments under dynamic EGF fields (Figures 3.16; 3.22; 3.23)
exemplify the translation of polarization in EGFR phosphorylation and cell morphology
to a directional migration towards the chemoattractant source.

Chemotaxis requires that cells like leukocytes to remain responsive to stimuli for
prolonged periods of time as they migrate toward the chemotactic source. Thus a
migrating leukocyte must therefore distinguish between a hierarchy of signals within the
tissue to successfully reach the site of inflammation. During wound healing processes,
cells also operate in a complex, continuously changing environment with low physiological
doses of growth factors. The motility features of single epithelial cells on an ECM coated
surface showed optimal cell migration in the range of 15-30 ng/ml EGF stimulation
(Figure 3.13). Under a 5 h gradient of EGF, the cells polarized and showed persisted
migration in the direction of the source throughout the duration of the gradient
(Figures 3.16). The EGF-induced directed motion was shown to persist towards the
source direction for ≈ 50min even upon the washout of the gradient, which indicated
a directional memory duration equivalent to the memory duration in polarization.
Characterization of the cellular motion using Langevin dynamics revealed the migration
to be of unique nature dissimilar to the natural RWs or PRWs. The migration under
the gradient stimulation was described using a persistent random biased walk where the
bias, given by the direction of EGF binding with EGFR, is a function of time (PB(t)RW)
(Figure 3.20). Hence the memory in directional motility is encoded in the bias.

4.3 Importance of memory in realtime computation

For neuronal networks, short-term working memory has been shown to be a main
requirement to integrate temporal dependencies from changing signals [176, 177].
Working memory is widely regarded to play a critical role in cognition by acting
as a workspace on which information can be held, processed, and used to guide the
behavior of neurons or the brain [178]. The popular model of working memory is that
recurrent network interactions, either within or between brain regions, give rise to
persistent neural activity [179, 180]. Most of these models present a limited capacity of
sensing and processing of stimuli due to the processing with a fixed number of stable
state attractors. On the other hand, experimental demonstration of ’working memory’-
like features of non-neuronal networks has not been reported.
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4.4 Evolutionary context of integration of working memory within network
topology

In this thesis, we have experimentally demonstrated that the positioning of the EGFR
system in the vicinity of a SNP B bifurcation provides a unique mechanism for processing
cellular sensing of time-varying growth factor signals as well as cell polarization. The
metastable state that is thereby generated facilitates a dynamic transient memory that
encodes information about previous signals. Observation of single cells in changing
chemoattractant fields (Figure 3.22) show that this information encoding is necessary to
ensure constant adaptation shown in Figure 3.23. Constant adaptation is required to
accommodate a large range of possible scenarios that can occur in complex environments.
Cells integrate changing signals, as well as transform the extracellular information for
the guidance of memory-directed migration. Such a type of memory-guided navigation is
advantageous when the migration is realized over long and complex trajectories through
dense tissues where the chemical cues are disrupted or only locally organized (Figure 1.1
B). Furthermore, EGFR signaling plays an essential role during embryogenesis, adult
physiology, and pathophysiology [181] during which processing time-varying growth
factor signals are prevalent, and hence a memory in EGFR phosphorylation due to the
critical organization in parameter space can ensure proper cellular fate or outcome. Our
data establish that mammalian cells use a mechanism of working memory to navigate
in complex environments where the chemical signals are disrupted or vary over time
and space.

On the other hand, receptor overexpression leads to an increase in EGFR density at
the PM along with the kinase activity in the system. Hence, in the dynamical space,
system can shift to either the bistable or preactivated monostable regime. As such,
EGFR hyperphosphorylation can take place even upon subthreshold EGF signals. Such
an aberrant signaling system will be devoid of memory, and cells won’t be able to process
time-varying signals and respond optimally. This can be caused by genetic mutations.
In tumor cells, growth factor sensing and processing via EGFR is affected by point
mutations on EGFR allele, e.g., L834R/T766M mutation in lung cancer [182]. Such
mutations result in gene amplification/overexpression of the receptors.

4.4 Evolutionary context of integration of working
memory within network topology

Understanding how the phenotypes and behaviors of single cells are controlled is one
of the major challenges in biological research. Traditionally, the focus has been given
to the characterization of individual genes/proteins or individual interactions during
cellular events. However, many phenotypes and behaviors cannot be attributed to
isolated components. Instead, they arise from characteristic modulation of cellular
networks, which represent connections between molecules in cells [183]. Small patterns
of interconnections occurring in higher frequency than random network connections
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in larger complex networks are defined as network motifs. The organization of such
network motifs described by the protein-protein interactions (PPI) can be examined
from an evolutionary perspective. In Saccharomyces cerevisiae, proteins organized in
cohesive patterns of interactions are conserved to a substantially higher degree than
those that do not participate in such motifs [184]. Using bioinformatics approaches of
comparing gene sequences across species, a repertoire of protein interaction complexes
and pathways has been shown to be conserved across all multiple species [185]. Cellular
network motifs contain characteristic topological patterns that enable their functionality
and biological output. The same signaling networks are reused for different purposes at
an evolutionary scale and in different cell types of the same organism.

The EGFR-MAPK complex pathway has been extensively studied as a crucial
signaling system with critical roles in stimulating cell proliferation and suppressing
apoptosis. Using transcriptional profiling and targeted proteomics, the core EGFR
network motifs have been shown to same with equivalent protein concentrations in
cancer-specific cell lines as well as normal epithelial cells and fibroblasts [186]. Cell-type-
specific responses have been attributed to the variable amount of EGFRs and feedback
regulators. Aberrant signaling has been shown to occur in the absence of ligands under
high EGFR concentrations in tumor cells [187]. The abundance of adaptor proteins,
which facilitate large signaling complexes via protein-binding modules, is a rate-limiting
step in regulating differential cancer cell responses. Amplification of Grb2 and Shc1
with high Grb2/EGFR abundance ratios have been reported in human breast cancer
cell lines [188, 186]. Differences in the abundance of proteins change signaling outputs
because these proteins compete for binding to the main receptors at critical network
branch points. Enabling flexibility in a pattern of activation from a binary switch to a
gradient response by changing the concentration of kinases has also been demonstrated
in synthetic MAPK cascades in yeast [189]. Variation in the abundance of proteins
that compete for binding to the same receptor can also contribute to context-specific
signaling plasticity [190, 191].

We have demonstrated in this thesis, utilizing the minimal EGFR network, that the
transient memory in cell polarization and, therefore, the capabilities of cells to navigate
in a complex environment is an emergent feature of receptor networks organized at
criticality. Such a mechanism cannot be explained using computations with stable states
but rather requires a generic mechanism of SubPB for real-time cellular information
processing. The criticality is highlighted by the PTPRG/EGFR abundance ratio, which
must be kept in a defined interval near the SN bifurcation. Unidirectional removal of
EGFR upon EGF binding disrupts the PTPRG/EGFR abundance at the PM. However,
for optimal functioning of the network after EGF gradient, the PTPRG/EGFR parameter
organization is dynamically maintained via vesicular trafficking. The possibility of Akt-
induced EGFR recycling also provides a feedback regulation as a fluctuation sensor that
maintains the EGFR concentration on the PM such that it remains at the criticality
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(Figure 1.10). The context-dependent regulation of the network can be dynamically
manipulated by changes of the PTPRG/EGFR abundance on the PM. Changes in
PTPRG/EGFR ratio may occur due to perturbation to the vesicular trafficking of
EGFRs on the membrane upon cell-cell contact-induced EphA2-receptor activity [137].
As such, the cellular response switches from a mobile phase to a stationary phase via
Erk-dependent signaling, promoting cell proliferation (Figure 1.10) [40]. Such context-
dependent plasticity is crucial in physiological conditions such as efficient wound closure
and shown to arise due to the network architecture.

4.5 Future outlook

In this thesis, we have been able to verify how dynamical state transitions give rise to the
features of flexible working memory. We have demonstrated for a simple non-neuronal
EGFR-PTP network the features of such working memory. It would be interesting to
study whether receptor networks are self-organized at criticality or these features arose
through evolution as a means for optimizing the computational capabilities of cells.
The identification of a molecular working memory also opens avenues of research in the
single-cell migration and tissue homeostasis to study whether cells can integrate and
interpret even sub-threshold environmental signals, leading to release of cells from a
tissue and long-distance single cell migration, as during cancer metastasis.
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